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ABSTRACT

An investigation of the relationship between surface microstructure and radiant energy scattering has been conducted. Light scattering from optical surfaces is treated as a diffraction process in which the pupil function has random phase variations in addition to any existing amplitude variations. A new theory of surface scatter phenomena has been formulated by utilizing the same Fourier techniques that have proven so successful in the area of image formation. An analytical expression has been obtained for a surface transfer function which relates the surface micro-roughness to the scattered distribution of radiation from that surface. The existence of such a transfer function implies a shift-invariant scattering function which does not change shape with the angle of the incident beam. This result greatly reduces the quantity of data required to completely characterize the scattering properties of a surface. For a large class of well-behaved surfaces this transfer function is described in terms of only the rms surface roughness and the surface autocovariance function. It thus provides a straightforward solution to the inverse scattering problem (i.e., determining surface characteristics from scattered light measurements). Once the surface characteristics are known, the same theory provides an equally simple method of predicting the wavelength dependence of the scattered light distribution.
An extensive experimental program has accompanied this theoretical development. The apparatus and experimental procedures utilized in measuring the angular distribution of light scattered from a variety of optical surfaces for several different angles of incidence and wavelengths are described in detail. Experimental verification of the shift-invariant scattering function has been successfully demonstrated for smooth surfaces \((\sigma < \lambda)\). The scattered light measurements from rough (diffusely reflecting) surfaces results in a scattering function which is shift-invariant over only a small range of angles and departs significantly from the predicted behavior at large scattering angles.

A computer program has been developed that operates upon scattered light data to yield the total integrated scatter, the surface transfer function, the rms surface roughness, and the surface autocovariance function. Although accurate determination of microstructure on optical surfaces is extremely difficult to accomplish by direct measurement (thus the motivation for attempting to solve the inverse scattering problem), favorable comparisons of predicted surface characteristics with the corresponding measured quantities have been demonstrated for both smooth surfaces and moderately rough surfaces. In addition, experimental verification of the inverse scattering program was accomplished indirectly by supplying scattered light data of one wavelength as input to the inverse scattering program in order to determine the relevant surface characteristics; then this information was used to predict the scattering function at a different wavelength.
Excellent agreement with the measured scattering function at that wavelength was achieved.

Since the above technique involves numerical computations on sampled data, an analytical expression for a wavelength scaling law is not required to determine the scattering function at any desired wavelength. However, in order to gain insight into the wavelength dependence of surface scatter phenomena, a wavelength scaling law for smooth surfaces was derived and verified. This scaling law consists of a change in the scattering angle as well as a change in the amplitude of the scattering function with changes in wavelength. It therefore provides a valuable tool for predicting the scattering behavior in certain angular regions or wavelength ranges where direct measurements are difficult to obtain.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between surface micro-structure and radiant energy scattering plays an important role in many areas of technical interest. These include the trade-off between cost and performance in the fabrication of optical surfaces, design considerations for stray-light rejection systems, evaluation of machined metal mirrors for high-energy laser applications, laser-radar backscatter signature programs, and a host of other applications requiring extensive scattering data. If the scattering mechanism were completely understood, surface preparation techniques or measurement programs in many of these areas could possibly be changed to obtain more favorable results.

Background

If a propagating wave is incident upon a perfectly plane surface, the reflected wave is concentrated in the specular direction as determined by the well-known laws of reflection. Another idealized surface is the perfectly diffuse reflector which scatters light according to Lambert's cosine law. A more physically realistic situation is shown in Fig. 1.1, which illustrates the optical scattering that occurs when light is reflected from a rough surface. If the surface is not too rough the reflected light consists of a specular component plus a
diffuse component which is scattered over a wide range of angles centered upon the specular beam.

One of the earliest investigators of scattering from a rough surface was Lord Rayleigh. In 1896 (Rayleigh, 1945) he was investigating the reflection of acoustic waves, and later (Rayleigh, 1901) he noted the effects of poorly polished surfaces on optical performance. He examined the effects of surface roughness, wavelength, and angle of incidence on the reflected beam. Chenmoganadam (1919) derived a theory of scattered light based on the phase shift of the reflected beam due to the rough surface.
However, it was not until the problem of background clutter in radar applications became apparent that a determined effort was made to solve the scattering problem for random surfaces. For example, scattering from the sea motivated the work of Davies (1954) as well as others (Blake, 1950; Barrick, 1970; Bass, 1968; Beard, 1961; and Fuks, 1966). Considerable work has also been done in attempts to explain radar reflection from the moon (Daniels, 1961; Evans and Pettengill, 1963; Fung and Moore, 1964; Fung, 1967; and Hagfors, 1964).

Random rough surfaces have been treated in two different ways. Rough surfaces made up of a random array of objects or shapes with known scattering characteristics were investigated by Ament (1960), Twersky (1957), Spetner (1958), and Peake (1959). The other approach taken by Isakovich (1952), Ament (1953), Eckart (1953), Feinstein (1954), Davies (1954), and Beckmann (1957), treats the rough surface as a stochastic process.

Since optical surfaces clearly fall into the second classification of random surfaces, Bennett and Porteus (1961) expanded and experimentally investigated the scattering theory of Davies (1954). From this and subsequent work (Bennett, 1963; and Porteus, 1963) the reflectance properties of samples with a measured surface roughness were directly compared to theory with good results. Interest in these measurements led to investigations at the Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, by Mott (1971), McKenney, Orme and Mott (1972), Orme (1972), DeBell and Harvey (1974), Shack and DeBell (1974), and Shack and Harvey (1975).
The Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) was introduced by Nicodemus (1970) as a quantity which completely describes the reflectance (or scattering) properties of a given surface. Bidirectional reflectance data for spectral regions extending into the infrared have been collected in connection with heat-transfer analysis. Another area of interest involves the possibilities for spectrochemical analysis by reflected radiation, principally in connection with remote sensing of the earth and other planetary surfaces. Also BRDF measurements have been made on many proposed baffle materials for use in the Large Space Telescope program (Breault and Fannin, 1973). Recently there has been a great deal of activity in the area of BRDF measurements of machined metal mirrors to be used in high-energy laser applications (Young, 1975; Curcio, 1975; Decker, Bennett, and Bennett, 1975; Church and Zavada, 1975; and Stover, 1975).

**Dissertation Content**

In this dissertation the scattering of light from optical elements is considered to be solely a surface phenomenon. Light-scattering from optical surfaces is then treated as a diffraction process in which the pupil function has random phase variations in addition to any existing amplitude variations. A complete Fourier treatment of near-field scalar diffraction theory is therefore developed in Chapter 2. This diffraction theory is generalized in Chapter 3 to include phase perturbations that lead to scattered radiation. Appropriate assumptions are then made concerning the statistical properties of optical surfaces and an analytical expression is obtained for the
transfer function of a scattering surface. The existence of such a transfer function implies a shift-invariant scattering function which does not change shape with the angle of the incident beam. This result greatly reduces the quantity of data required to completely characterize the scattering properties of a surface. For a large class of well-behaved surfaces this transfer function is described in terms of only the rms surface roughness and the surface autocovariance function. It thus provides a straightforward solution to the inverse scattering problem (i.e., determining surface characteristics from scattered light measurements). Once the surface characteristics are known, the same theory provides an equally simple method of predicting the wavelength dependence of the scattered light distribution.

An extensive experimental program has accompanied this theoretical development. Chapter 4 describes in detail the apparatus and experimental procedures utilized in measuring the angular distribution of light scattered from a variety of optical surfaces for several different angles of incidence and wavelengths. The results of these experiments are reported in Chapter 5 and compared to theoretical predictions with generally good agreement.

Consistent with most research efforts, not all questions concerning this topic are completely answered in this dissertation. After a brief summary of results, Chapter 6 is therefore devoted to a few comments concerning new theoretical considerations and suggestions for future research.
CHAPTER 2

A FOURIER TREATMENT OF NEAR-FIELD
SCALAR DIFFRACTION THEORY

The phenomenon of diffraction involves a wave field incident upon one or more objects or apertures with absorbing or conducting surfaces. The calculation of the wave field emerging from such a diffracting system is the goal of all diffraction theories.

It should be emphasized that both the Kirchhoff and Rayleigh-Sommerfeld theories, as well as the present discussion in this paper, treat light as a scalar phenomenon. (For a detailed treatment of the historical development of diffraction theory, see Goodman, 1968, pp. 30-56.) Such an approach entirely neglects the fact that the various components of the electric and magnetic field vectors are coupled through Maxwell's equations and cannot be treated independently.

Microwave experiments have shown that scalar theory yields very accurate results provided that: (1) the diffracting aperture is large compared to a wavelength, and (2) the diffracted wave field is observed far from the aperture. It is significant that although the present treatment is limited by being a scalar theory, the above approximations are not imposed during the mathematical formulation as they are in the Kirchhoff theory. Furthermore, the following development provides much more insight than the conventional Rayleigh-Sommerfeld theory.
The Diffracted Wave Field as a Superposition of Plane Waves

The fundamental diffraction problem consists of two parts: (1) determining the effect of introducing the diffracting screen upon the field immediately behind the diffracting screen, and (2) determining how it affects the field downstream from the diffracting screen (i.e., what is the field immediately behind the diffracting screen and how does it propagate).

Consider first the propagation problem and let the complex amplitude distribution of the optical disturbance in plane \( \mathcal{P} \_0 \) be represented by the scalar function \( U_0(\hat{x},\hat{y};0) \). This scalar disturbance in \( \mathcal{P} \_0 \) will be considered the only radiation contributing to the field \( U(\hat{x},\hat{y};z) \) in plane \( \mathcal{P} \) (see Fig. 2.1), \( z \) has a parametric relationship since it is a function of the observation plane. Note that a scaled coordinate system is utilized in which \( \hat{x} = x/\lambda \), \( \hat{y} = y/\lambda \), \( \hat{z} = z/\lambda \).

Initial Conditions

It will be assumed that the complex amplitude of any monochromatic optical disturbance propagating through free space must obey the time-independent wave equation (Helmholtz equation). We will also assume that the Fourier transform of the scalar field \( U_0(\hat{x},\hat{y};0) \) exists. This is not a severe restriction, however, as Bracewell (1965) points
Fig. 2.1. Geometry of Planes $P_0$ and $P$. 
out that physical possibility is a valid sufficient condition for the existence of a Fourier transform.

The Direct Application of Fourier Transform Theory

We can thus define the following Fourier transform relationships that exist for planes $P_0$ and $P$.

\[ A_0(\alpha, \beta; 0) = \int \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_0(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) \, e^{-i2\pi(\alpha \hat{x} + \beta \hat{y})} \, d\hat{x} d\hat{y} \]  
\[ U_0(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = \int \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} A_0(\alpha, \beta; 0) \, e^{i2\pi(\alpha \hat{x} + \beta \hat{y})} \, d\alpha d\beta \]  
\[ A(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z}) = \int \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) \, e^{-i2\pi(\alpha \hat{x} + \beta \hat{y})} \, d\hat{x} d\hat{y} \]  
\[ U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) = \int \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} A(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z}) \, e^{i2\pi(\alpha \hat{x} + \beta \hat{y})} \, d\alpha d\beta. \]

Equations (2) and (4) indicate that the monochromatic scalar wave field in planes $P_0$ and $P$ can be decomposed into plane wave components whose amplitudes are a function of the direction cosines of the propagation vector. The functions $A_0(\alpha, \beta; 0)$ and $A(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z})$ will be referred to as the direction cosine spectrum of plane waves contributing to the disturbance $U_0(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)$ and $U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z})$ respectively. The direction
cosine spectrum of plane waves is used here in lieu of the angular spectrum of plane waves discussed by Ratcliffe (1956) and others. This is consistent with a more general treatment which is not restricted to small angles.

In the scaled coordinate system \( \hat{\nu}^2 = \lambda^2 \nu^2 \), and \( \hat{\kappa}^2 = \lambda^2 \kappa^2 = (2\pi)^2 \). Hence the Helmholtz equation becomes

\[
[\hat{\nu}^2 + (2\pi)^2]U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) = 0. \tag{5}
\]

Now by applying Eq. (4) and requiring the individual plane wave components to satisfy the Helmholtz equation, we find

\[
A(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z}) = A_0(\alpha, \beta; 0) e^{i2\pi\gamma\hat{z}} \tag{6}
\]

where

\[
\gamma = \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2 - \beta^2}.
\]

The Transfer Function of Free Space

Since Eq. (6) relates the Fourier transforms of the scalar fields in planes \( P_0 \) and \( P \) it can be rewritten in terms of a transfer function for free space, \( H(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z}) \)

\[
H(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z}) = \frac{A(\alpha, \beta; \hat{z})}{A_0(\alpha, \beta; 0)} = e^{i2\pi\gamma\hat{z}}. \tag{7}
\]

We have thus far applied no restrictions on \( \gamma \) and two regions of interest are apparent: that for real values of \( \gamma \) and that for imaginary values,
\[
\gamma = \sqrt{1 - (\alpha^2 + \beta^2)} \begin{cases} 
\text{for } (\alpha^2 + \beta^2) \leq 1 & \gamma \text{ is real} \\
\text{for } (\alpha^2 + \beta^2) > 1 & \gamma \text{ is imaginary.}
\end{cases}
\]

Consider now a unit circle in the $\alpha$-$\beta$ plane of direction cosine space as shown in Fig. 2.2. Inside this unit circle $\gamma$ is real and the corresponding part of the disturbance will propagate and contribute to the wave field in plane $P$. However, those components of the direction cosine spectrum which lie outside the unit circle have imaginary values of $\gamma$ and represent that part of the disturbance which experiences a rapid exponential decay. This is the part of the disturbance which is commonly referred to as the evanescent wave (Goodman, 1968).

Let $U_0(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)$ be the product of the complex amplitude transmittance of a diffracting screen and the complex amplitude distribution incident upon it. Figure 2.3(a) illustrates this quantity broken down into the part which propagates and the part which makes up the evanescent wave for the case of a unit amplitude plane wave normally incident upon a circular aperture. The direction cosine spectrum of plane waves associated with these respective optical disturbances are shown in Fig. 2.3(b).

Note that the sharp corners on the original disturbance in Fig. 2.3(a) correspond to Kirchhoff's unnecessary boundary conditions. It is the propagating part only that accurately represents the
Fig. 2.2. Unit Circle in Direction Cosine Space.

The plane wave components inside this circle will propagate, and the plane wave components outside this circle contribute to the evanescent wave.
Fig. 2.3. Illustration of the Propagating and Evanescent Parts of the Diffracted Wave Field.

(a) Original disturbance separated into its propagating and evanescent parts.
(b) Direction cosine spectrum separated into its propagating and evanescent parts.
disturbance immediately behind the diffracting aperture which will contribute to the disturbance downstream.

It is now clear that the complex amplitude distribution in plane $P$ can be determined by Fourier transforming the original disturbance $U_o(x,y;0)$, then multiplying the resulting direction cosine spectrum of plane waves $A_o(\alpha,\beta;0)$ by the transfer function of free space given in Eq. (7), and finally by applying the inverse Fourier transform integral of Eq. (4). However, the limits of integration on Eq. (4) must be changed such that the integration is performed only over the unit circle instead of over the entire $\alpha-\beta$ plane.

The above analysis, in which an optical disturbance is represented as a superposition of plane waves, corresponds to the transfer function approach in image formation and yields considerable insight into the behavior of these plane wave components during the phenomenon of diffraction.

**The Diffracted Wave Field as a Superposition of Spherical Waves**

The convolution theorem (Bracewell, 1965) of Fourier transform theory requires that a convolution operation exists in the domain of real space that is equivalent to Eq. (6).

The Point Spread Function

We thus have the alternative method of expressing the complex amplitude distribution in the observation plane by the convolution of
the original disturbance with a point spread function. The point
spread function is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of
the transfer function found in Eq. (7).

Starting with the well-known Weyl expansion formula (Weyl, 1919),
Lalor (1968) obtained a result which, with straightforward modification,
yields

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i2\pi \gamma \hat{z}} e^{i2\pi (\alpha \hat{x} + \beta \hat{y})} \, da \, db \, = \, - \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\partial}{\partial \gamma} \left[ e^{i2\pi \hat{z}} \right], \tag{9}
\]

where

\[
\hat{p}^2 \, = \, \hat{x}^2 + \hat{y}^2 + \hat{z}^2.
\]

The left side of Eq. (9) is the inverse Fourier transform of the trans­
fer function of free space. The appropriate point spread function is
thus given by

\[
h(\hat{x},\hat{y};\hat{z}) \, = \, \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left\{ e^{i2\pi \gamma \hat{z}} \right\} \, = \, \left( \frac{1}{2\pi \hat{p}} - i \right) \frac{\hat{x}}{\hat{p}} e^{i2\pi \hat{z}}. \tag{10}
\]

**Huygens' Principle**

Recall now the assertion by Christiaan Huygens (Thompson, 1912)
in 1678 that each element of a wavefront may be regarded as the center
of a secondary disturbance which gives rise to spherical wavelets; and
moreover that the position of the wavefront at any later time is the
envelope of all such wavelets. These intuitive convictions, sometimes
called Huygens' wavefront construction, are an excellent description of
a convolution operation in which the initial disturbance is convolved with a Huygens' wavelet. It is therefore quite appropriate to think of the point spread function of a diffraction system as the intersection of a Huygens' wavelet with the observation plane.

Equation (10) is therefore an exact mathematical expression for a Huygens' wavelet which is valid right down to the initial disturbance itself. However, for \( \hat{r} \gg 1 \),

\[
h(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) = -i(\hat{z}/\hat{r}) \frac{\hat{z}2\pi\hat{r}}{\hat{r}^2} = \frac{(\hat{z}/\hat{r})}{\hat{r}} \frac{\hat{z}2\pi(\hat{r} - 1/4)}{\hat{r}}, \tag{11}\]

it reduces to the familiar expression for a spherical wave with cosine obliquity factor and a \( \pi/2 \) phase delay.

**General Rayleigh-Sommerfeld Diffraction Formula**

If we write down the convolution integral for the disturbance in the observation plane, using the expression in Eq. (10) for \( h(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) \), we obtain the general Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula

\[
U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) = \int \int \frac{U_o(\hat{x}', \hat{y}', 0)}{2\pi\hat{r}} \left( \frac{1}{2\pi\hat{r}^2} - i \right) \frac{\hat{z}}{\hat{r}} \frac{\hat{z}2\pi\hat{r}}{\hat{r}} d\hat{x}' d\hat{y}' \tag{12}\]

where

\[
\hat{\mathcal{L}}^2 = (\hat{x} - \hat{x}')^2 + (\hat{y} - \hat{y}')^2 + \hat{z}^2. \tag{13}\]

This is an exact expression for the diffracted wave field which is valid throughout the entire space in which the diffraction occurs--right down
to the aperture. No approximations have been made in this scalar theory. Furthermore, the above equation expresses the disturbance on the observation plane as a superposition of spherical waves which corresponds to the spread function approach in image formation.

Geometrical Configurations of the Observation Space

In order to insure a space invariant point spread function our equations have been restricted to mapping an optical disturbance from an input plane to an output plane, where \( z \) has a parametric relationship since its value determines the location of the output plane. However, the summation of these Huygens' wavelets is valid over any surface. The above treatment thus gives us a far more powerful conceptual tool than provided by the equations themselves.

We will therefore investigate the properties of the diffracted wave field on two particular geometrical configurations of the observation surface.

The Diffracted Wave Field on a Plane

Equation (12) reduces to the more familiar but less general form of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula when \( \hat{z} \gg 1 \),

\[
U(\hat{x},\hat{y},\hat{z}) = -i \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_o(\hat{x}',\hat{y}';0) \frac{\hat{z}}{\hat{\ell}} e^{i2\pi\hat{\ell}} d\hat{x}' d\hat{y}'.
\]  

(14)

The following algebraic substitutions

\[
\hat{\ell} = \hat{z}(1+\delta), \quad \delta = \frac{\hat{\ell}-\hat{z}}{\hat{z}}
\]
allow us to rewrite Eq. (14) as

\[
U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) = \frac{e^{i2\pi \hat{z}}}{i \hat{z}} \iint_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_o(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0) \frac{1}{(1+\delta)^2} e^{i2\pi(\ell-\hat{z})} \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}'.
\]

(15)

Note that we have imposed no restriction upon the size of the aperture or the size of the observation space. The only limitation on the above equation is that the observation plane must be many wavelengths from the aperture.

The above diffraction formula is a rather unwieldy integral to solve explicitly for most problems of practical interest. The Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction formulas are obtained by retaining only the first two terms in the binomial expansion for the quantity

\[
\ell = \hat{z} \left( 1 + \left[ (\hat{x}^2 + \hat{y}^2)/\hat{z}^2 + (\hat{x}'^2 + \hat{y}'^2)/\hat{z}^2 - 2(\hat{x}\hat{x}' + \hat{y}\hat{y}')/\hat{z}^2 \right]^{1/2} \right).
\]

However, severe restrictions are then imposed upon the size of the aperture and the region over which the calculations are valid in the observation plane. In order that we do not impose these restrictions, all terms from the binomial expansion must be retained. This can be accomplished by rewriting Eq. (15) as the following Fourier transform integral

\[
U(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; \hat{z}) = \frac{e^{i2\pi \hat{z}}}{i \hat{z}} \iint_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_o(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; \hat{x}, \hat{y}) e^{-i2\pi \hat{z}(\hat{x}\hat{\hat{x}}' + \hat{y}\hat{\hat{y}}')} \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}',
\]

(16)

where the complex quantity
\[ \mathcal{U}_o(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; \hat{x}, \hat{y}) = T_o(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0) \frac{1}{(1+\delta)^2} e^{i2\pi \hat{W}}, \] (17)
can be regarded as a generalized pupil function. \( T_o(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) \) is the complex amplitude transmittance of the diffracting aperture (or aperture function), and all of the terms from the binomial expansion for the quantity \( (\hat{\ell} - \delta) \), except for the term which was extracted for use as the Fourier kernel, are lumped together in the quantity \( \hat{W} \) along with any phase variations in the incident wavefront.

Equation (16) clearly reduces to the conventional Fresnel diffraction formula when a plane wave is incident upon the aperture and when \( z \) is sufficiently large such that \( \hat{\ell} \) is adequately approximated by retaining only the first two terms of the binomial expansion.

The Diffracted Wave Field on a Hemisphere

Let us now examine the diffracted wave field on a hemisphere centered upon the diffracting aperture as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The position of an arbitrary observation point will be specified by the direction cosines \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) of its position vector, and the radius \( \hat{\rho} \) of the hemisphere upon which it resides. Note that
\[ \alpha = \hat{x}/\hat{\rho}, \quad \beta = \hat{y}/\hat{\rho}, \quad \gamma = \hat{z}/\hat{\rho}, \] (18)
where
\[ \hat{\rho}^2 = \hat{x}^2 + \hat{y}^2 + \hat{z}^2. \] (19)

The following algebraic substitutions
\[ \hat{\ell} = \hat{\rho}(1+\varepsilon); \quad \varepsilon = (\hat{\ell}-\hat{\rho})/\hat{\rho} \] (20)
allow us to rewrite the general Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula
Fig. 2.4. Geometrical Relationship Between Incident Beam, Diffracting Aperture, and Observation Hemisphere.
expressed in Eq. (12) as

\[
U(\alpha, \beta; \hat{\rho}) = \gamma \frac{e^{i2\pi \hat{\rho}}}{\hat{\rho}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_0(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0) \times \left[ \frac{1}{2\pi \hat{\rho}(1+\epsilon)} - i \right] \frac{1}{(1+\epsilon)^2} e^{i2\pi(\hat{\ell} - \hat{\rho})} d\hat{x}' d\hat{y}'.
\] (21)

We now have an exact expression for the diffracted wave field on an observation hemisphere which is valid throughout the entire half-space behind the plane of the diffracting aperture.

If we now require that \(\hat{\rho} \gg 1\) and make the appropriate binomial expansion for the quantity \((\hat{\ell} - \hat{\rho})\), we again obtain a Fourier transform integral

\[
U(\alpha, \beta; \hat{\rho}) = \gamma \frac{e^{i2\pi \hat{\rho}}}{i\hat{\rho}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_0(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; \alpha, \beta) e^{-i2\pi(\alpha \hat{x}' + \beta \hat{y}')} d\hat{x}' d\hat{y}',
\] (22)

where the generalized pupil function is given by

\[
U_0(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; \alpha, \beta) = T_0(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0) \frac{1}{(1+\epsilon)^2} e^{i2\pi \hat{W}}.
\] (23)

Once again, all of the terms from the binomial expansion for the quantity \((\hat{\ell} - \hat{\rho})\), except for the term which was extracted for use as the Fourier kernel, are lumped together in the quantity \(\hat{W}\) along with any phase variations in the incident wavefront.
Aberrations of Diffracting Systems

The quantity $\hat{W}$ in Eqs. (17) and (23) represent phase variations in the diffracted wavefront emerging from the aperture. Therefore, $\hat{W}$ can be interpreted as a conventional wavefront aberration function (Hopkins, 1950) which is conveniently expressed as a general power series expansion of the pupil coordinates and the appropriate field parameters.

For the case of a rotationally-symmetric diffracting aperture we can, without loss of generality, choose the observation point to lie on the $\hat{y}$-axis ($\hat{x} = 0$). The wavefront aberration function can then be written as

$$\hat{W} = \hat{W}_{200}\rho^2 + \hat{W}_{020}\hat{\alpha}^2 + \hat{W}_{111}\rho\hat{\alpha}\cos\phi$$

$$+ \hat{W}_{400}\rho^4 + \hat{W}_{040}\hat{\alpha}^4 + \hat{W}_{131}\rho^3\hat{\alpha}\cos\phi + \hat{W}_{220}\rho^2\hat{\alpha}^2 \cos^2\phi$$

$$+ \hat{W}_{220}\rho^2\hat{\alpha}^2 + \hat{W}_{311}\rho^3\hat{\alpha}\cos\phi$$

$$+ \text{higher-order terms,}$$

where $\rho$ is a normalized field position of the observation point and $\hat{\alpha}$ is a normalized pupil height.

By equating coefficients of the corresponding terms in the appropriate binomial expansions and the above wavefront aberration function, we obtain expressions for the aberration coefficients in terms of the aperture diameter, the observation distance, and the appropriate field parameter. These aberrations, which are inherently associated with the diffraction process, are precisely the effects ignored when making the usual Fresnel and Fraunhofer approximations. Furthermore, these
aberrations have the same functional form as the familiar aberrations caused by the refraction or reflection process in imperfect imaging systems.

The expressions for these aberration coefficients are derived in Appendix A and tabulated in Table 2.1 to enable easy comparison of several different geometrical configurations of the incident wavefront and the observation space.

Consider first a plane wave illuminating the diffracting aperture and a plane observation space. We see from the first column of Table 2.1 that all aberrations are present except for lateral magnification error $(\hat{\zeta}_{111})$ which is absent for all geometrical configurations because this term of the binomial expansion for $\zeta$ is extracted for use as the kernel of the Fourier transform integral. It is clear that very large observation distances are required to reduce defocus $(\hat{\zeta}_{020})$ to a negligible value. Also, distortion $(\hat{\zeta}_{311})$ imposes severe restraints upon the field angle over which the diffracted wave field is accurately described by the Fourier transform of the aperture function. These restrictions are the same as those usually imposed during the development of the Kirchhoff theory and in most applications of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction theory.

The effect of illuminating the aperture with a spherical wave converging to the observation plane is to eliminate defocus $(\hat{\zeta}_{020})$ and all orders of spherical aberration $(\hat{\zeta}_{040})$. This removes the requirement for an extremely large observation distance, but the Fourier
Table 2.1. Tabulation of Expressions for the Aberration Coefficients for Several Different Geometrical Configurations.

(a) Incident wavefront.
(b) Observation space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piston Error ( \hat{\psi}_{200} )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defocus ( \hat{\psi}_{020} )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2r} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral Magnification Error ( \hat{\psi}_{111} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd-Order Piston Error ( \hat{\psi}_{400} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{8} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^4 )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{8} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical Aberration ( \hat{\psi}_{040} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{8} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{8} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2r} \right)^4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coma ( \hat{\psi}_{131} )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \hat{y}_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^3 )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \hat{y}_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^3 )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \hat{\beta}_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2r} \right)^3 )</td>
<td>( \frac{a}{2} \hat{\beta}_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2r} \right)^3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astigmatism ( \hat{\psi}_{222} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{2} \hat{\beta}_{\text{max}}^2 \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2r} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{2} \hat{\beta}_{\text{max}}^2 \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2r} \right)^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Curvature ( \hat{\psi}_{220} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{4} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{4} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} \right)^2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion ( \hat{\psi}_{311} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^3 \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-a}{2} \left( \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{z} \right)^3 \frac{\hat{d}}{2a} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transform of the aperture function is still valid only over a small region about the optical axis in the observation plane.

Choosing the observation space to be a hemisphere centered upon the diffracting aperture eliminates field curvature ($\hat{W}_{200}$), distortion ($\hat{W}_{311}$), and all orders of piston error ($\hat{W}_{200}$ and $\hat{W}_{400}$).

Hence for the case of a spherical incident wave converging to the intersection of the optical axis and an observation hemisphere, only coma ($\hat{W}_{131}$) and astigmatism ($\hat{W}_{222}$) are present. And the values of the aberration coefficients can be calculated from the relationships provided in the last column of Table 2.1.

Thus, for a system with an aperture diameter of 1 mm and an observation hemisphere with a radius of 1 m, we have for $\lambda = 0.5 \, \mu m$ and $\beta_{\text{max}} = 1$

\[
\hat{W}_{131} = 1.25 \times 10^{-4}
\]
\[
\hat{W}_{222} = -2.50 \times 10^{-1}.
\]

Hence there is only $\lambda/4$ of astigmatism at the edge of the field (i.e., $90^\circ$ field angle).

Similarly for an $f/10$ system ($\hat{d}/\hat{r} = 0.1$) with an aperture diameter of 5 cm and a maximum field angle of $0.5^\circ$ ($\beta_{\text{max}} = 0.00872$), we have for $\lambda = 0.5 \, \mu m$,

\[
\hat{W}_{131} = 0.545
\]
\[
\hat{W}_{222} = -0.095.
\]

Hence coma dominates at the edge of the field with a value of approximately $\lambda/2$. 
Finally, for an $f/10$ system with an aperture diameter of 1 cm and a field size equal to the size of the aperture (i.e., a pair of $f/10$ relay lenses 1 cm in diameter), we have for $\lambda = 0.5 \ \mu m$,

\[ \hat{W}_{131} = 0.625 \]
\[ \hat{W}_{222} = -0.625. \]  

We find slightly more than $\lambda/2$ of coma and astigmatism at the edge of the field.

It should be pointed out that in each of the above cases the radius of the Airy disc in direction cosine space is approximately equal to $0.001 \beta_{\text{max}}$. Hence the off-axis aberrations are of little more than academic interest unless there is some structure in the aperture with high spatial frequency content which will diffract light at large angles from the direction of the incident beam.

However, the above analysis of the aberrations associated with the diffraction process can be readily applied to holographic systems or systems containing diffraction gratings.

For example, an $f/6$ system with a 10-line-per-mm Ronchi ruling placed in a 40-mm diameter aperture produces the diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 2.5. The diffracted order at three different field positions was photographed through a microscope with the following results: at $\beta = 0$ no aberrations were apparent; at $\beta = 0.04$ coma was predominant with a value of approximately $5\lambda$; and at $\beta = 0.10$ coma and astigmatism both have values of approximately $15\lambda$. These values were estimated by visual inspection of the aberrated diffracted orders.
Fig. 2.5. Diffraction Pattern of a 10-Line per mm Ronchi Ruling Placed in an f/6 Cone of Light with a 40-mm Diameter.

Magnified images of diffracted orders at various field positions indicate that coma is predominant for small field angles with astigmatism also becoming significant at larger field angles.
By stopping the aperture down to a diameter of 12 mm (f/20 system) and observing the diffracted orders at larger field angles, astigmatism becomes the predominant aberration as shown in Fig. 2.6. The sagittal focus lies on the observation hemisphere of radius \( r \) and the medial and tangential surfaces have smaller radii as indicated. The diffracted order at \( \beta = 0.020 \) exhibits about \( 6\lambda \) of astigmatism. This order was observed through focus with the microscope and the magnified images are displayed.

In both of the above examples the observed aberrations are in good agreement with those predicted from the coefficients presented in Table 2.1.

**Shift Invariance of the Diffracted Wave Field**

We have shown that any departures of the actual diffracted wave field from that predicted by the simple Fourier transform of the aperture function take the form of conventional wavefront aberrations.

If we neglect these aberrations, Eq. (22) reduces to

\[
U(\alpha, \beta; \Phi) = \gamma \frac{i2\pi\Phi}{i\Phi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} T_{\mathcal{O}}(\alpha', \beta'; 0) \ e^{-i2\pi(\alpha\alpha' + \beta\beta')} \ d\alpha' d\beta'.
\]

But this is merely the Fourier transform of the aperture function multiplied by a spherical Huygens' wavelet.

\[
U(\alpha, \beta; \Phi) = \gamma \frac{i2\pi\Phi}{i\Phi} \mathcal{F}\{T_{\mathcal{O}}(\alpha, \beta; 0)\}.
\]
Fig. 2.6. Diffraction Pattern of a 10-Line per mm Ronchi Ruling Placed in an f/20 Cone of Light with a 12-mm Diameter.

Magnified images of a diffracted order at different focal positions indicate that astigmatism is predominant. The relationship of the sagittal, medial, and tangential surface to the observation hemisphere is also shown.
This relationship is valid provided that the observation space is a hemisphere centered on the diffracting aperture and if the incident radiation is a unit amplitude spherical wave whose center of curvature lies on the intersection of the observation hemisphere with the $z$-axis. Furthermore, if $r$ is large compared to the size of the diffracting aperture, the Fourier transform relationship is accurate, not merely over a small region about the $z$-axis, but instead over the entire hemisphere.

Now consider the situation where the incident radiation strikes the diffracting aperture at an angle $\theta_0$ as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. This is equivalent to introducing a linear phase variation across the aperture. By applying the shift theorem (Bracewell, 1965) of Fourier transform theory to Eq. (29) we find that the complex amplitude distribution on the hemisphere is a function of $(\beta-\beta_0)$,

$$U(\alpha, \beta-\beta_0; \varphi) = \gamma \frac{2\pi \varphi}{i \beta} \mathcal{F}(T(\beta, \varphi; 0) \exp[i 2\pi \beta_0 \varphi]),$$

where $\beta$ is the direction cosine of the position vector of the observation point, and $\beta_0$ is the direction cosine of the position vector of the undiffracted beam. Note that these direction cosines are obtained by merely projecting the respective points on the hemisphere back on to the plane of the aperture and normalizing to a unit radius. The complex amplitude distribution at an arbitrary point on the hemisphere can now be said to be a function of the distance of the observation point from the undiffracted beam in direction cosine space.
Fig. 2.7. Geometrical Configuration when the Incident Beam Strikes the Diffraction Aperture at an Arbitrary Angle.
As a specific example, suppose we have incident light striking a diffraction grating at an angle $\theta_0$. The diffracted orders will strike the observation hemisphere in a cross section which is not a great circle but instead a latitude slice as shown in Fig. 2.8. Thus for large angles of incidence the various orders appear to lie in a straight line only if they are projected down onto the $\alpha - \beta$ plane in direction cosine space. It is therefore clear that varying the angle of incidence merely shifts the diffracted wave field in direction cosine space without changing its functional form. This has been verified experimentally by mounting a diffraction grating at the center of a transparent hemisphere, placing graph paper on the plane of the diffraction grating ($\alpha - \beta$ plane), and scribing appropriate latitude lines on the hemisphere upon which the diffracted orders fall when illuminated with a small laser beam.

Summary

We have developed a very useful treatment of near-field scalar diffraction theory that yields much more insight than the conventional Rayleigh-Sommerfeld theory.

By describing the diffraction process in terms of the direction cosines of the propagating light we have obtained the extremely powerful result that the diffracted wave field on an observation hemisphere is given directly by the Fourier transform of the aperture function. This allows us to apply the well-known techniques of linear systems theory that have proven so useful in the area of image formation.
Fig. 2.8. Illustration of the Position of the Diffracted Orders in Real Space and Direction Cosine Space.
Furthermore, we have shown that any departures of the actual diffracted wave field from those predicted by the Fourier transform relationship take the form of conventional aberrations whose behavior is well understood in terms of the dimensions of the diffraction aperture, the radius of the observation hemisphere, and the appropriate field parameters.
CHAPTER 3
SURFACE SCATTER THEORY

In the following treatment the scattering of light from optical elements is considered to be solely a surface phenomenon. It is recognized that bulk scattering mechanisms, such as photon-phonon interactions (Bloembergen and Shen, 1965) and scattering from free electrons (Vachaspati, 1964), can exist if the substrate material is not perfectly conducting. The excitation of surface plasmons has also been suggested by several investigators as contributing to short wavelength scattering from polished metal surfaces (Beaglehole, 1970; Beaglehole and Hunderi, 1970; Crowell and Ritchie, 1970; Elson and Ritchie, 1971; and Daudé, Savary, and Robin, 1972). However, the above effects are believed to be small for most visible and infrared radiation scattered from metal surfaces.

Surface Scatter Phenomena as a Diffraction Process

In Chapter 2 it was shown that, under the proper circumstances, the diffracted wave field on a hemisphere is given directly by the Fourier transform of the complex amplitude transmittance of the diffracting aperture. Usually a diffracting aperture consists of a "hole" in some opaque surface. This is a binary amplitude diffracting aperture. Clearly, a continuous amplitude diffracting aperture (a piece of photographic film, for example) can also exist. A more general situation is the complex diffracting aperture which exhibits both amplitude and
phase variations. It is these phase perturbations that lead to scattered radiation. Surface scatter phenomena can thus be described as a diffraction process in which the pupil function has random phase variations in addition to any existing amplitude variations. The diffraction theory of the previous chapter can therefore be applied directly to the problem of predicting the complex amplitude distribution on an observation hemisphere of radius \( r \) resulting from an incident beam of light being reflected from a rough surface.

The System Pupil Function

A simple treatment of surface scatter theory can be formulated by considering the effect of the scattering surface to be a space-dependent modifier, or random component, of the effective pupil function of the system. The disturbance emerging from the scattering surface is then given by

\[
U_o(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = a_o p(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = a_o p_L(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) P_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0). \tag{31}
\]

Here the pupil function of the system producing the incident beam is given by

\[
p_L(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = a_L(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) e^{i2\pi \hat{W}_L(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)}, \tag{32}
\]

where \( a_L \) describes the amplitude variations across the exit pupil of the system, and \( \hat{W}_L \) describes any phase variations or aberrations in the wavefront of the incident beam.

The random component of the pupil function due to the scattering surface similarly has an amplitude and phase component
$p_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = \sqrt{R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)} e^{i4\pi \hat{W}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)}$.  \hfill (33)

Here $R$ is the reflectance of the scattering surface and $\hat{W}_R$ is the surface height. Note that the phase variations on the reflected wavefront are twice as large as the actual variations on the reflecting surface.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the surface height variations, $\hat{W}_R$, as a function of distance along the surface. This surface profile has associated with it an autocovariance function and a surface height distribution function as indicated.

Fig. 3.1. Illustration of Surface Height Variations and Associated Statistical Parameters.
Intensity Distribution of a Scattering System

The results of the previous chapter, [Eq. (29)], indicate that the complex amplitude distribution on the observation hemisphere is given directly by the Fourier transform of $U_0(\hat{z}, \hat{y}; 0)$

$$U(\alpha, \beta; \hat{p}) = \mathcal{F}[U_0(\hat{z}, \hat{y}; 0)]. \tag{34}$$

The total reflected flux $\phi$ is obtained by applying Rayleigh's theorem from Fourier transform theory

$$\phi = \int \int \frac{\pi^2}{\gamma^2} |U(\alpha, \beta; \hat{p})|^2 d\alpha d\beta = \alpha_o^2 \int \int |p(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0)|^2 d\hat{x}' d\hat{y}' \cdot \tag{35}$$

Noting that $d\omega = d\alpha d\beta/\gamma$, the radiant intensity of the scattering system can be written as

$$I(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{d\phi}{d\omega} = \frac{\pi^2}{\gamma} |U(\alpha, \beta; \hat{p})|^2 = \alpha_o^2 \gamma |\mathcal{F}[p(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)]|^2. \tag{36}$$

Utilizing the autocorrelation theorem of Fourier transform theory, this is equivalent to

$$I(\alpha, \beta) = \alpha_o^2 \gamma \mathcal{F}\left\{ \int \int p(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0)p^*(\hat{x} - \hat{x}', \hat{y} - \hat{y}; 0)d\hat{x}' d\hat{y}' \right\}. \tag{37}$$

For the special case of a Lambertian surface, the autocorrelation function approaches a Dirac $\delta$-function; hence, its Fourier transform is constant and we obtain

$$I_L(\alpha, \beta) = \gamma K, \quad K = \text{constant} \tag{38}$$

which is consistent with Lambert's cosine law.
The System Spread Function

Following the standard procedure used in image evaluation, the effective transfer function of the scattering system is defined as the normalized autocorrelation of the pupil function

\[
\mathbf{H}(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = \frac{\iint p(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0)p^*(\hat{x}' - \hat{x}, \hat{y}' - \hat{y}; 0) \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}'}{\iint |p(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0)|^2 \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}'} \quad \text{(39)}
\]

The effective spread function of the scattering system is now defined in the usual way as the Fourier transform of the transfer function

\[
\mathbf{I}(\alpha, \beta) = \mathcal{F}\{\mathbf{H}(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)\} = \frac{\mathcal{F}\left\{\iint p(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0)p^*(\hat{x}' - \hat{x}, \hat{y}' - \hat{y}; 0) \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}'\right\}}{\iint |p(\hat{x}', \hat{y}'; 0)|^2 \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}'} \quad \text{(40)}
\]

Direct substitution from Eq. (35) and Eq. (38) results in the following expression for the effective spread function in terms of the radiant intensity of the scattering system

\[
\mathbf{I}(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{1}{\gamma \phi} I(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{I(\alpha, \beta)}{\phi(1 - \alpha^2 - \beta^2)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \quad \text{(41)}
\]

Scattering from Optical Surfaces

Let the height variations \( \hat{h}_R \) of a given illuminated area on a scattering surface be a two-dimensional sample function \( \hat{h}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) \). A
random process, $\hat{w}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)$, is made up of an ensemble of such functions as shown in Fig. 3.2. For fixed spatial coordinates, $\hat{w}_R(\hat{x}_1, \hat{y}_1; 0)$ is a random variable. And, for a specific sample function with fixed spatial coordinates, $\hat{w}_{RL}(\hat{x}_1, \hat{y}_1; 0)$ is a single number.

Fig. 3.2. An Ensemble of Two-dimensional Sample Functions $\hat{w}_i(\hat{x}, \hat{y})$ Representing Surface Height Variations Constitutes a Random Process $\hat{w}(\hat{x}, \hat{y})$.

Two random variables, $\hat{w}(\hat{x}_1, \hat{y}_1)$ and $\hat{w}(\hat{x}_2, \hat{y}_2)$ with fixed spatial coordinates are also shown.
The Statistical Properties of an Optical Surface

We are primarily interested in the scattering behavior of optical surfaces. The following assumptions are made concerning the statistical properties of an optical surface prepared by conventional fabrication techniques on ordinary optical materials:

1. The reflectance $R$ is constant over the entire surface. This assumption is not essential but it is reasonable and furthermore it has been shown by Shack (1967) that phase fluctuations will dominate over amplitude fluctuations in their combined effect on the spread function.

2. $\hat{W}_R(\hat{x},\hat{y};0)$ is a single-valued Gaussian random process.

3. $\hat{W}_R(\hat{x},\hat{y};0)$ is at least locally stationary in the statistical sense (i.e., surface is homogeneous and isotropic).

4. The random variables $\hat{W}_R(\hat{x}_1,\hat{y}_1;0)$ and $\hat{W}_R(\hat{x}_2,\hat{y}_2;0)$, produced by any two fixed pairs of spatial coordinates, are jointly normal.

5. $\hat{W}_R(\hat{x},\hat{y};0)$ is weakly ergodic (i.e., the mean and autocorrelation function determined by space averages using a single sample function $\hat{W}_{R_i}(\hat{x},\hat{y};0)$ are the same as those determined by ensemble averages).
The Transfer Function of a Scattering Surface

Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (39) we obtain

\[ \mathcal{H}(x, y; 0) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} a_{L1} a_{L2} e^{i2\pi [\hat{\omega}_{L1} - \hat{\omega}_{L2}]} e^{i4\pi [\hat{\omega}_{R1} - \hat{\omega}_{R2}]} d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}' \]

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |a_{L1}|^2 \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}' \]  \hspace{1cm} (42)

where

\[ a_{L1} = a_L(x', y'; 0) \]
\[ \hat{\omega}_{L1} = \hat{\omega}_L(x', y'; 0) \]
\[ \hat{\omega}_{L2} = \hat{\omega}_L(x' - \hat{x}, y' - \hat{y}; 0) \]
\[ \hat{\omega}_{R1} = \hat{\omega}_R(x', y'; 0) \]
\[ \hat{\omega}_{R2} = \hat{\omega}_R(x' - \hat{x}, y' - \hat{y}; 0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (43)

The above expression for the transfer function contains the random variables \( \hat{\omega}_{R1} \) and \( \hat{\omega}_{R2} \); therefore, taking the expected value we have

\[ E\{\mathcal{H}(x, y; 0)\} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} a_{L1} a_{L2} e^{i2\pi [\hat{\omega}_{L1} - \hat{\omega}_{L2}]} e^{i4\pi [\hat{\omega}_{R1} - \hat{\omega}_{R2}]} d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}' \]

\[ E\{\mathcal{H}(x, y; 0)\} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |a_{L}|^2 \, d\hat{x}' \, d\hat{y}' \]  \hspace{1cm} (44)
Since the random variables involved are assumed to be stationary, the expected value under the integral is independent of $x'$ and $y'$ and can be taken outside the integral

$$E\{H(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)\} = E\left\{\frac{i4\pi[\hat{W}_{R1} - \hat{W}_{R2}]}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} a_L e^{2\pi[i2\pi[\hat{W}_{L1} - \hat{W}_{L2}] / \delta x' \delta y']} \delta x' \delta y', \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |a_L|^2 \delta x' \delta y'} \right\}. \quad (45)$$

We now recognize the normalized autocorrelation function in the above equation to be the transfer function of the optical system producing the incident beam

$$H_L(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} a_L e^{2\pi[i2\pi[\hat{W}_{L1} - \hat{W}_{L2}] / \delta x' \delta y']} \delta x' \delta y', \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |a_L|^2 \delta x' \delta y'} \right\}. \quad (46)$$

The average quantity in Eq. (45) is therefore the equivalent transfer function of the scattering surface

$$H_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = E\left\{\frac{i4\pi[\hat{W}_{R1} - \hat{W}_{R2}]}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} a_L e^{2\pi[i2\pi[\hat{W}_{L1} - \hat{W}_{L2}] / \delta x' \delta y']} \delta x' \delta y', \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |a_L|^2 \delta x' \delta y'} \right\}. \quad (47)$$

But this is merely the joint characteristic function (Papoulis, 1965, p. 225) of the two random variables $\hat{W}_{R1}$ and $\hat{W}_{R2}$. Since $\hat{W}_{R1}$ and $\hat{W}_{R2}$ are jointly normal random variables, it can be shown
that (see Papoulis, 1965, p. 226)

\[ E \left\{ e^{i4\pi \left[ \hat{W}_{R1} - \hat{W}_{R2} \right]} \right\} = e^{i4\pi (\eta_1 - \eta_2)} e^{-8\pi^2 (\sigma_1^2 - 2C_{12} + \sigma_2^2)} \]  

(48)

where

\[ C_{12} = E\{ (\hat{W}_{R1} - \eta_1)(\hat{W}_{R2} - \eta_2) \} \]  

(49)

is the covariance function of the random variables \( \hat{W}_{R1} \) and \( \hat{W}_{R2} \). But \( \hat{W}_{R1} \) and \( \hat{W}_{R2} \) are identical functions merely displaced from one another; hence

\[ \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = \sigma_{\hat{W}}, \quad \eta_1 = \eta_2 \]  

(50)

and

\[ C_{12} = C_{\hat{W}}(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) = \text{autocovariance of } \hat{W}_R. \]  

(51)

The equivalent transfer function of the scattering surface is thus given by

\[ \mathcal{H}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0) = e^{-(4\pi \sigma_{\hat{W}})^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{C_{\hat{W}}(\hat{x}, \hat{y})}{\sigma_{\hat{W}}^2} \right]} \]  

(52)

where \( \sigma_{\hat{W}}^2 \) is the variance of the surface height distribution function and \( C_{\hat{W}}(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) \) is the two-dimensional autocovariance function of the surface.

Considerable insight into the scattering process can now be obtained by considering the nature of this transfer function. The autocovariance function approaches the value \( \sigma_{\hat{W}}^2 \) as the displacement...
approaches zero. The equivalent transfer function thus approaches unity as expected. As the displacement approaches infinity the autocovariance function approaches zero and the equivalent transfer function approaches a plateau of height $\exp[-(2\pi\sigma^2)^2]$.

The equivalent transfer function of the scattering surface can thus be regarded as the sum of a constant component and a bell-shaped component as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Equation (52) can therefore be rewritten as

$$\mathcal{H}_R(\tilde{x}, \tilde{y}; 0) = A + B Q(\tilde{x}, \tilde{y}; 0), \quad (53)$$

where

$$A = e^{-\left(\frac{4\pi\sigma^2}{\sigma^2}\right)^2} \quad (54)$$

$$B = 1 - e^{-\left(\frac{4\pi\sigma^2}{\sigma^2}\right)^2} \quad (55)$$

$$Q(\tilde{x}, \tilde{y}; 0) = \frac{e^{-\left(\frac{4\pi\sigma^2}{\sigma^2}\right)^2}}{\sigma^2} \cdot \left(\frac{C^0_R(\tilde{x}, \tilde{y})}{\sigma^2} - 1\right). \quad (56)$$

The Spread Function of a Scattering Surface

The significance of this interpretation of the equivalent transfer function of the scattering surface is dramatically shown by the inferred properties of the corresponding spread function. Since the
Fig. 3.3. Illustration of the Effective Transfer Function
and Spread Function of a Scattering Surface.

(a) Transfer function.
(b) Spread function.
transfer function is the sum of two separate components, the equivalent spread function of the scattering surface is the sum of the inverse Fourier transforms of the two component functions,

\[ \mathcal{S}(\alpha, \beta; \hat{r}) = \mathcal{F}^{-1}\left\{\mathcal{K}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)\right\} = A\delta(\alpha, \beta; \hat{r}) + S(\alpha, \beta; \hat{r}) \]  

(57)

where

\[ S(\alpha, \beta; \hat{r}) = B\mathcal{F}^{-1}\left\{q(\hat{x}, \hat{y}; 0)\right\}. \]

The constant component transforms into a delta function, and the bell-shaped component transforms into a bell-shaped scattering function as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). Hence the scattering surface reflects an incident beam of light as a speculately-reflected beam of diminished intensity surrounded by a halo of scattered light. Furthermore, the relative power distribution between the specular component and the scattered component of the effective spread function are given by the quantities \( A \) and \( B \) respectively.

Note that as more and more light is scattered, energy is transferred from the specular component of the spread function into the scattered component of the spread function. For a perfectly Lambertian reflector the specular component disappears completely from the spread function.

A Shift-invariant Scattering Function

In general, the scattered light distribution on an observation hemisphere will change with the angle of the incident light just as the point spread function of an optical imaging system will, in
general, vary with the field position of the point source. However, the analysis of imaging systems is greatly simplified by assuming an isoplanatic system in which the point spread function does not change with field position (and this is a reasonable assumption for many practical imaging systems). Similarly, the analysis of light scattering systems will be greatly simplified if they can be shown to be shift-invariant (i.e., if the shape of the scattering function does not change with the angle of incidence).

From the discussion in the previous section it is clear that the scattered light distribution on an observation hemisphere will appear to consist of the sum of two components, a core which is the delta function convolved with the spread function of the optical system producing the incident beam, and a scattering function which is the bell-shaped halo convolved with the spread function of the optical system.

In Fig. 3.4 we have merely replaced the diffracting aperture of Fig. 2.7, page 31, with a scattering surface and the geometry of the measurements has been folded about the reflecting plane. Hence, we have the incident beam striking the scattered surface at some angle of incidence, a specularly-reflected beam striking the observation hemisphere, and the scattered light distribution being sampled at an arbitrary point with direction cosine coordinates $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The scattered light distribution on the hemisphere will, in general, change shape drastically with angle of incidence--becoming quite skewed and asymmetrical at large angles of incidence. However, our theory
Fig. 3.4. Geometrical Relationship Between Incident Beam, Scattering Surface, the Measured Scattered Light Distribution, and the Resulting Spread Function.
indicates that the data collected on the hemisphere should be plotted as a function of the direction cosines of the position vector of the observation point. For certain surfaces with well-behaved statistics, this new scattering function will not change shape but will merely be shifted in direction cosine space with changes in angle of incidence. The four-dimensional Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF), which is the basic quantity that completely characterizes the scattering properties of a surface (see Appendix B), will therefore degenerate into a single two-dimensional spread function. This is a rather significant development which has profound implications regarding the quantity of data required to completely characterize a scattering surface. However, it remains to be experimentally verified that scattering surfaces of practical interest obey these predictions.

The Inverse Scattering Problem

The problem of determining surface characteristics from scattered light measurements is frequently referred to as the inverse scattering problem. A general treatment of electromagnetic inverse scattering has been discussed by Bojarski (1971). Several attempts have been made (Daniels, 1961; Fung and Moore, 1964; and Barrick, 1965) to determine properties of the lunar surface by applying inverse scattering techniques to radar returns from the moon. Bennett and Bennett (1967) were able to obtain the rms roughness and autocovariance length of the surface structure of mirrors by assuming a Gaussian shape for both the surface height distribution function and the surface autocovariance function. More recently Scheele (1973) met with little
success in attempting to ascertain under what conditions the exact autocovariance function can be obtained from scattered light data.

The treatment presented in this chapter describes surface scatter phenomena as a linear, shift-invariant process which is completely characterized by the effective transfer function of the scattering surface. Furthermore, for a large class of well-behaved surfaces this transfer function is described only in terms of the rms surface roughness and the surface autocovariance function and hence provides an elegant solution to the inverse scattering problem.

The surface autocovariance function is thus obtained from scattered light data by rewriting Eq. (52) as

\[
C_W(x, y) = \left(\frac{\lambda}{4\pi}\right)^2 \ln\left(\mathcal{H}_R\left(\frac{x}{\lambda}, \frac{y}{\lambda}\right)\right) + \sigma_W^2 \tag{58}
\]

where

\[
\mathcal{H}_R\left(\frac{x}{\lambda}, \frac{y}{\lambda}\right) = \mathcal{F}\left\{\mathcal{S}(\alpha, \beta)\right\}_{\hat{x} = x/\lambda, \hat{y} = y/\lambda} \tag{59}
\]

The rms surface roughness is given by

\[
\sigma_W = \frac{\lambda}{4\pi} \sqrt{\ln \frac{1}{1-B}} \tag{60}
\]

where \(B\) (the total integrated scatter expressed as a fraction of the total reflected light) is obtained by applying numerical integration techniques upon the measured data describing the scattered light distribution. Note that although we are limited by a scalar theory, we
have made no explicit approximations regarding the size of the surface variations. If we make a smooth surface approximation \( \sigma_N << \lambda \), then the total integrated scatter is small \((B<<1)\) and we obtain the usual expression for the rms surface roughness

\[
\sigma_N = \frac{\lambda}{4\pi} \sqrt{B}.
\]  

(61)

Wavelength Dependence of the Scattering Function

A successful theoretical model of surface scatter phenomena must provide a method of determining the wavelength dependence of the scattered light characteristics. This would allow one to infer the scattering behavior of a surface for any desired wavelength from a limited amount of data obtained at a given wavelength. Since the scattering mechanism is a diffraction process, it is clear that light of a particular wavelength scattered in a given direction corresponds to surface structure of a given spatial frequency. This spatial frequency component of the surface structure will scatter light of some other wavelength into a different direction. An analytical expression describing the wavelength dependence of the scattering function must therefore involve a change in the scatter angle with wavelength as well as the expected change in scattered intensity. Thus, if we wish to determine how the relative intensity at a fixed scatter angle varies with wavelength, the surface characteristics corresponding to the appropriate spatial frequency components of the surface structure must be known for each wavelength of interest.
The above discussion perhaps explains the failure of various experimental investigators to agree in their attempts to establish the wavelength scaling behavior from empirical observations of scattered light data. Shack and DeBell (1974) made scattered light measurements on mirror surfaces at two visible wavelengths. Their data indicated a $1/\lambda^2$ wavelength scaling law. Leinert and Klüpelberg (1974) also made mirror scatter measurements at two wavelengths in the visible. They found a $1/\lambda$ wavelength dependence. Perkin-Elmer (1975) mirror scatter measurements were made at a visible wavelength and at $\lambda=10\mu m$. This data showed a $1/\lambda^{1/2}$ wavelength scaling behavior.

The transfer function characterization of scattered surfaces developed in the previous section offers a simple means of determining this wavelength dependence. Once the surface characteristics are known [whether from direct measurement or calculated from scattered light data by means of Eq. (58) and Eq. (60)], the same theory provides an equally simple method of predicting the scattering function at any desired wavelength.

Since this technique involves numerical computations on sampled data, an analytical expression for the wavelength scaling law is not required. However, in order to gain more insight into the nature of surface scatter phenomena, we will proceed to derive the wavelength scaling law for the special case of a normally incident beam upon a smooth surface $\sigma_y<<\lambda$. Under this condition the surface transfer function expressed in terms of real pupil coordinates $x$ and $y$ is given by
\[ H_R(x, y) = A + BQ(x, y) \]  \hfill (62)

where

\[ A = 1 - \left( \frac{4\pi \sigma_W}{\lambda} \right)^2 \]  \hfill (63)

\[ B = \left( \frac{4\pi \sigma_W}{\lambda} \right)^2 \]  \hfill (64)

and

\[ Q(x, y) = \frac{C_W(x, y)}{\sigma_W^2}. \]  \hfill (65)

From Eq. (57), we see that the scattering function for a particular wavelength is given by

\[ S(\alpha, \beta; \lambda) = \left( \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left\{ C_W(\lambda \hat{x}, \lambda \hat{y}) \right\}. \]  \hfill (66)

Applying the similarity theorem of Fourier transform theory we obtain

\[ S(\alpha, \beta; \lambda) = \left( \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \right)^2 \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \mathcal{W}_W\left( \frac{\alpha}{\lambda}, \frac{\beta}{\lambda} \right) \]  \hfill (67)

where

\[ \mathcal{W}_W(\alpha, \beta) = \mathcal{F}^{-1} C_W(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) \]  \hfill (68)

If we now scale the wavelength by a factor \( a \), we obtain

\[ S(\alpha, \beta; a\lambda) = \left( \frac{4\pi}{a\lambda} \right)^2 \frac{1}{(a\lambda)^2} \mathcal{W}_W\left( \frac{\alpha}{a\lambda}, \frac{\beta}{a\lambda} \right) = \frac{1}{a^4} S\left( \frac{\alpha}{a}, \frac{\beta}{a}; \lambda \right). \]  \hfill (69)

Therefore, the appropriate wavelength scaling law for smooth surfaces is given by

\[ S(\alpha, \beta; a\lambda) = \frac{1}{a^4} S\left( \frac{\alpha}{a}, \frac{\beta}{a}; \lambda \right). \]  \hfill (70)

Note that, in addition to the \( 1/a^4 \) change in magnitude, the width of the scattering function in direction cosine space is scaled by the factor \( a \).
CHAPTER 4

SURFACE SCATTER MEASUREMENTS

Apparatus

An instrument has been designed and built at the Optical Sciences Center for making scattered light measurements on a hemisphere as described in the previous chapter. A schematic diagram of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.1. The incident light passes through a chopper so that synchronous detection with a PAR lock-in amplifier can be made. The mechanical apparatus shown in Fig. 4.2 is located in a small photometric darkroom in which the experiment is conducted. A movable arm with folding mirrors can be positioned to direct the incident beam onto the sample at any desired angle. A lens positioned on this arm focuses the incident radiation onto the hemisphere mapped out by the detector; hence, the geometrical configuration is consistent with that illustrated in Fig. 3.4 of the previous chapter. Two separate driving mechanisms allow us to measure the scattered light distribution over the entire hemisphere bounded by the plane of the sample.

The Light Source

The light source employed is a Spectra-Physics Model 165 Argon Ion Laser. The laser is operated with a light-regulated, single-frequency output which assures intensity regulation to within
Fig. 4.1. Schematic Diagram of Scatter Measurement Apparatus.
Fig. 4.2. Apparatus for Measuring Scattered Light Distribution from Optical Surfaces.

(1) Precision rotary table, (2) worm gear drive for arm supporting detector, (3) photomultiplier tube and fiber-optic probe, (4) sample holder, (5) movable arm with folding mirrors and lens for directing and focusing incident beam, (6) P.A.R. lock-in amplifier, (7) high voltage power supply for PMT.
one percent. The measurements were made with approximately 20 mw of power in the incident beam at wavelengths of 0.5145 μm and 0.4579 μm. An He-Ne laser was also available for making measurements at a wavelength of 0.6328 μm.

The Detector Unit

The detector is a Phillips one-inch, end-on photomultiplier tube (PMT) having an S-20 photocathode. Light reaches the photomultiplier by way of a rigid fiber-optic probe. Such a probe offers several distinct advantages in light sampling. In addition to allowing increased angular resolution throughout the sampling space, and enabling us to sample within one degree of the incident or specularly reflected beams, it provides the ability to control the field of view of the detector for the purpose of stray light rejection.

The original configuration consisted of a rigid fiber-optic bundle bent such that one end was pointed toward the illuminated spot on the sample. This end of the bundle thus acted as the collecting aperture for the detection system. The other end of the fiber-optic bundle protruded into the photomultiplier tube housing, followed by a series of baffles to limit the field of view of the detector as shown in Fig. 4.3(a). This resulted in a detector response which had a Gaussian dependence upon field angle.

However, by introducing a small collecting lens and a field stop in front of the fiber-optic bundle as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), the baffles can be eliminated and a well-defined field of view of any desired size can be obtained by properly choosing the size of the
Fig. 4.3. Illustration of Detector Probe Unit.

(a) Previous Configuration.
(b) New Configuration.
field stop. This is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.4. A coated
doublet with a 10-mm focal length was edged down and mounted in a
black anodized brass tube 3-mm in diameter. A field stop allowing
a 5-degree field of view was fabricated and inserted into the tube
at the rear focal plane of the lens. This assembly was then posi­
tioned onto the end of the fiber-optic bundle. The detector response
from a small (point source) light source was then recorded as a
function of field angle for both detector probe configurations.
The results are displayed for comparison in Fig. 4.5. Both the flat
response and the sharp cutoff obtained with the modified unit are
highly desirable features. The flat response promises to eliminate
signal variations due to slight misalignment or wobble in the mechani­
cal instrument while scanning over the hemisphere. The ability
to keep the field of view small with a very sharp cutoff is essential
for stray light rejection.

The scattered light flux from a polished surface varies by
several orders of magnitude over the angular range to be measured.
Hence the linearity of the PMT was measured using a calibrated neu­
tral density wedge and several known neutral density filters to vary
the incident flux. The resulting linearity curve is shown in Fig.
4.6 and indicates a deviation of less than 1% over a range of five
orders of magnitude of the incident flux.
Fig. 4.4. Detailed Illustration of New Fiber-Optic Probe.
Fig. 4.5. Detector Response as a Function of Field Angle for Detector Configurations Shown in Fig. 4.3.

(a) Detector configuration shown in Fig. 4.3(a).
(b) Detector configuration shown in Fig. 4.3(b).
Fig. 4.6. Photomultiplier Tube Linearity Curve.
The Scanning Mechanism

The mechanical apparatus for measuring the angular distribution of light scattered from optical surfaces was shown in Fig. 4.2. The detector probe unit is mounted on a rigid arm that can be rotated in either of two orthogonal directions. Rotation about a vertical axis is accomplished by means of a massive precision rotary table. The rigid arm is attached to the rotary table by means of a worm gear arrangement that allows rotation about the horizontal axis. These two separate driving mechanisms allow us to measure the scattered light distribution over the entire hemisphere bounded by the plane of the sample. However, in order to limit the quantity of data to be collected, the scattered radiation field is sampled in two principal directions. These include the entire plane of incidence and a plane perpendicular to both the plane of incidence and the plane of the sample which also passes through the intersection of the specular beam with the observation hemisphere (see Fig. 4.7). This particular sampling procedure was chosen because each sampling direction then involves one fixed coordinate in direction cosine space. Furthermore, the apparatus was designed such that each of the two independent drive mechanisms corresponds directly to a given coordinate in direction cosine space. Hence for a given observation point determined by the angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ displayed on the apparatus, the corresponding coordinates in direction cosine space are given by

$$
\alpha = \cos \theta \sin \phi
$$

$$
\beta = \sin \theta.
$$

(71)
Fig. 4.7. Geometrical Configuration of Two Principal Planes in which the Scattered Light Field was Sampled.
The Incident Beam

A large movable arm with appropriate folding mirrors is used to direct the incident beam onto the sample at any desired angle of incidence. The original configuration included a single lens positioned on this arm to focus the incident radiation onto the hemisphere mapped out by the detector as shown in Fig. 4.8. This configuration allowed scattered light from the folding mirror M3 to reach the observation hemisphere after being reflected from the test sample. The scattered light level from M3 often exceeded that from the test sample, thus rendering the scattered light data at small observation angles completely useless (Shack and DeBell, 1974).

An improved configuration is shown in Fig. 4.9. Immediately following the last folding mirror the beam is focused onto a pinhole which acts as a spatial filter. This spatial filter assembly eliminates from the beam incident upon the sample any light scattered from the folding mirrors as well as any diffraction effects from the chopper blade. Lens L2 then forms an image of the pinhole upon the hemisphere mapped out by the collecting aperture of the scanning fiber-optic probe. The dramatic improvement obtained with this configuration is illustrated by comparing Fig. 4.10(a) with Fig. 4.10(b). These photographs were obtained by placing a piece of photographic film in the observation space at position B in Fig. 4.9 along with a small obstruction to block the specular beam. The six bright spots in Fig. 4.10(b) were the weld marks on the back side of the pinhole which were illuminated by the light reflected from L2 then imaged by L2 onto the observation space.
Fig. 4.8. Original Configuration of Beam-forming Optics.
Fig. 4.9. Improved Configuration of Beam-forming Optics.
Fig. 4.10. Photograph of Stray Light Reaching the Observation Space for:

(a) Original configuration of beam-forming optics.
(b) Improved configuration of beam-forming optics.
(c) Improved configuration with black pinhole.
The acquisition of a pinhole in a black substrate with no visible weld joints resulted in the photograph displayed in Fig. 4.10(c). Based upon measurements made with the instrument with no sample in place, the stray light in the observation space has thus been reduced by almost two orders of magnitude.

The aberrations associated with the scattered light distribution on the observation hemisphere were considered in determining the geometrical parameters of the incident beam and the detector scanning mechanism. The aberration coefficients presented in the last column of Table 2.1 yield the following values for coma and astigmatism at the edge of the field ($\theta = 90^\circ$) when a spot 4 mm in diameter is illuminated on the sample and the observation distance is 250 mm,

\[
\hat{\eta}_{131} = 0.128 \\
\hat{\eta}_{222} = 16.
\]  (72)

Although a substantial amount of astigmatism exists at the edge of the field, our tolerance is quite loose as we have a 3 mm diameter collecting aperture on the fiber-optic probe.

**Experimental Procedures**

The goal of the research reported here was to examine the scattering properties of samples whose surface characteristics span those typically produced with optical fabrication techniques.
Sample Preparation

Surface preparation techniques used to produce a set of samples are outlined in Table 4.1. All samples were finished to be nominally flat.

The prepared samples were cleaned prior to coating with aluminum. Cleaning consisted of careful washing with Liquinox, a mild detergent, under very warm, filtered tap water. Samples were then mounted in a sample holder while held in distilled water. Once in a holder, samples were moved to an ultrasonic cleaner filled with distilled water for rinsing. Once rinsed the samples were set to dry in a dust-free atmosphere. Dry samples were removed from the sample holders and placed in individual boxes and supported by the edge of their backside. Mott (1971) used a similar cleaning technique, which he describes more completely.

Cleaned dry samples were then placed in a high vacuum chamber and coated to near opacity with pure aluminum. The coating technique varied from standard procedures only in that excessive care was taken to allow the chamber to reach a pressure below $2 \times 10^{-6}$ torr prior to coating. The samples were allowed to cool to room temperature prior to removal from the chamber. Each coating run contained ten different samples. Once coated, samples were returned to their individual storage boxes. After all samples were coated, the best samples of each type were selected for measurement. This selection was made on the basis of individual inspection of each sample while held under a microscope illuminator in an otherwise dark room. Samples that had coating non-uniformities, sleeks or pinholes were rejected as were those with
Table 4.1. Surface Preparation Techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Substrate</th>
<th>Set #</th>
<th>Substrate Material</th>
<th>Lap Material</th>
<th>Polishing Medium</th>
<th>Polishing Time</th>
<th>Force Applied Kg/cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>151-153-154-166-165-164-163</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>CeO* (milled 2000 hr.)</td>
<td>8 hr.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-153-154-166-165-164-163</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>Distilled H₂O w/same lap</td>
<td>8 hr.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163-164-165-166</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>Distilled H₂O w/same lap</td>
<td>12 hr.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167-168-170-172-174-175-176</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
<td>Al₂O₃ (2-μm diam.)</td>
<td>20 min.</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172-174-175-176</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
<td>Al₂O₃ (1-μm diam.)</td>
<td>1 hr.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219-213-203-200-198-196-194</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Plate Glass</td>
<td>Al₂O₃ (30-μm diam.)</td>
<td>20 min.</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-198-196-194</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>CeO (milled 500 hr.)</td>
<td>4 hr.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192-190-188-186-184-180-178</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>CeO (milled 500 hr.)</td>
<td>4 hr.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186-184-180-178</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>Al₂O₃ (2-μm diam.)</td>
<td>1 min.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-8-7-6-5-3-2</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>EDF 3</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>CeO (milled 500 hr.)</td>
<td>4 hr.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-5-3-2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>EDF 3</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>CeO (milled 2000 hr.)</td>
<td>4 hr.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-5-3-2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>EDF 3</td>
<td>Optical Pitch</td>
<td>Distilled H₂O</td>
<td>8 hr.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Closed circulation system.*
waterspots, large scratches, or otherwise questionable appearance.
Prior to each set of scatter measurements, samples were again individually inspected for flaws. Dust was removed using a commercially available pressurized air can. After each sample was measured for scatter, it was returned to its individual box.

System Alignment

Before any meaningful scatter measurements could be made it was necessary to systematically align the entire system.

The incident laser beam was first adjusted to lie in a horizontal plane. Then the mechanical apparatus was positioned such that the axis of rotation of the movable arm supporting the folding mirrors (see Fig. 4.9) was colinear with the incident beam. This was accomplished by means of four massive leveling screws at the base of the stand supporting the entire apparatus.

With mirror M1 removed the laser beam passed through the small hole in the center of the bearings upon which the movable arm rotates. This assured that the incident beam was indeed colinear with the axis of rotation and furthermore allowed the sample holder, which was mounted on a shaft passing through the axis of the precision rotary table, to be accurately positioned with the center of the scattering surface lying at the intersection of these two perpendicular axes. The precision rotary table was then positioned such that the beam was accurately centered on the detector at position A, then rotated precisely 90°, leaving the detector at position B.
Mirror M1 was then put into place and adjusted until the laser beam was centered upon mirror M2. Similarly, M2 was adjusted until the beam was centered upon M3.

With the lenses L1 and L2 and the pinhole P removed from the system, mirror M3 and mirror M2 were systematically adjusted until the beam was centered upon both the sample holder and the detector at position B.

The incident beam was thus accurately positioned perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the movable arm. A polished sample was then placed in the holder and adjusted until the specularly-reflected beam returned precisely along the incident beam. The sample holder was thus accurately positioned perpendicular to the incident beam and locked into this position...

Lenses L1 and L2 were then placed in the beam and properly centered. And finally, the pinhole P was accurately positioned at the back focal position of lens L1.

With the system properly aligned, the movable arm could be rotated to direct the incident beam at any desired angle without requiring other adjustments to keep the beam centered upon the sample.

An additional requirement was that the PMT with its associated fiber-optic probe be positioned and aligned such that the field of view of the PMT remain accurately centered on the illuminated portion of the sample throughout the entire range of its scanning motion. Provisions were therefore made to allow three degrees of freedom (one translation and two rotation) in adjusting the position and orientation of the PMT.
housing. Removing the PMT from its housing and illuminating the fiber-optic probe from the back side greatly facilitated this alignment procedure as it allowed one to directly observe the field of view on the sample holder while making the necessary adjustments.

Measurement Technique

The sample to be measured was placed in the holder and the movable arm positioned to achieve the desired angle of incidence. A calibrated attenuator was then placed in the incident beam and the detector centered on the specularly-reflected beam. The collecting aperture of the fiber-optic probe was large enough to collect the entire specular beam; hence, the output signal, $V_x$, of the PMT in this position was proportional to the total flux in the specular beam.

The detector was then moved a known angular distance (approximately one degree) from the specular beam and the attenuator removed. A profile of the scattered light distribution was then measured by scanning the observation hemisphere with the fiber-optic probe. Approximately 30 separate readings were taken at different angular positions between the specular beam and the plane of the sample. These readings constitute the raw data.

The sample was then removed and the incident beam allowed to pass unobstructed through the sample holder and into a black absorbing Rayleigh horn. Background measurements were then made along the same profile as above and subtracted from the raw data. These background measurements were found to be completely negligible in most instances.
The data now represents the spread function of the scattering system, which is made up of the spread function of the scattering surface convolved with the spread function of the optical system producing the incident beam. These are shown in Fig. 4.11.

The spread function of the incident beam is then measured by again placing the calibrated attenuator in the incident beam and centering the detector on the direct beam passing through the empty sample holder. Since the collecting aperture of the fiber-optic probe is large enough to collect the entire incident beam, the output signal, $V_o$, of the PMT in this position is proportional to the total flux in the incident beam. The detector is then moved a known angular distance (approximately one degree) from the direct beam and the attenuator removed. A profile of the incident beam is then measured. These readings rapidly diminish to zero within five degrees of the peak value.

Since the spread function of the incident beam [Fig. 4.11(a)] is narrow compared to the scattering function of the surface [Fig. 4.11(b)], the scattered portion of the surface spread function is virtually unchanged by the convolution operation while the delta function component merely replicates the beam spread function. The desired scattering function can thus be obtained by subtracting the beam spread function readings from the raw data.

**Presentation of the Data**

It is customary to present scattered light data from diffusely reflecting surfaces in a polar format. Three experimental curves and one ideal reference curve are illustrated in Fig. 4.12. Note that we
Fig. 4.11. Illustration of Components Comprising System Spread Function.

(a) Spread Function of Incident Beam.
(b) Spread Function of Scattering Surface.
(c) Spread Function of Scattering System.
Fig. 4.12. Polar Plot of Relative Intensity as a Function of Scattering Angle.
have plotted the quantity \( \frac{V}{V_o \Delta \omega} \) along the radial coordinates where \( \Delta \omega \) is the solid angle subtended by the fiber-optic probe. Since \( V \) is proportional to the power collected by the fiber-optic probe and \( V_o \) is proportional to the total power in the incident beam, this quantity is the relative intensity of the scattered light distribution (i.e., scattered intensity normalized by the incident power). For smooth mirror surfaces this same quantity is usually plotted in a cartesian format as a function of the scattering angle as shown in Fig. 4.13.

Dividing this data by the cosine of the scattering angle \( (\gamma = \cos \theta) \), we obtain

\[
\frac{V}{V_o \Delta \omega \gamma} = \frac{P/(A \gamma \Delta \omega)}{P_o/A} = \frac{L_r}{E_L} \tag{73}
\]

where \( A \) is the illuminated area on the sample. This quantity is equivalent to the reflected radiance in the sampled direction divided by the incident irradiance, which is precisely the manner in which the BRDF is defined. The resulting scattering curve, exhibited in Fig. 4.14, is therefore a one-dimensional profile of the four-dimensional BRDF. Also, in accordance with our theory we are plotting this function versus the quantity \( \beta - \beta_o \), which is the distance of the observation point from the specular beam in direction cosine space.

It can be readily shown that the BRDF is merely an infinite family of two-dimensional spread functions which are scaled by the total reflectance of the surface,
Fig. 4.13. Illustration of Relative Intensity Plotted as a Function of Scattering Angle.
Ideal Lambertian Surface

Fig. 4.14. Illustration of BRDF Profiles Plotted as a Function of $\beta - \beta_0$. 
Since we measure only the scattered component of the spread function (See Eq. 57) and are primarily concerned with the scattered light behavior rather than the total reflectance, the scattering function can be written as
\[ S(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{V(\alpha, \beta)}{R V_0 \Delta \omega \gamma} \]

All measurements are thus normalized by the reflectance of the surface so it does not appear to have better scattering characteristics due to its lower reflectance.

The MgO surface, which is a fairly good diffuse reflectance standard, yields a straight horizontal line as a Lambertian reflector should. Since the radiance of a Lambertian source is given by
\[ L = \frac{M}{\pi} \]
where \( M \) is the total emittance into a hemisphere, the value of the MgO scattering function can be shown to be \( \frac{1}{\pi} \). A Lambertian surface of known reflectance, \( R_L \), thus makes a convenient reference sample and the scattering function of a test sample of reflectance, \( R \), is given by
\[ S(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{V(\alpha, \beta) R_L}{R V_L \pi \gamma} \]
where \( V_L \) is the PMT voltage signal from the Lambertian reference surface at \( \alpha = \beta = 0 \). A freshly coated MgO sample with a total...
hemispherical reflectance $R_L = 0.98$ was routinely used as a reference sample for the remainder of the measurements. Unless stated otherwise, the scattering function of Eq. (77) will be used for presenting the data in this dissertation. Furthermore, in accordance with the theory presented in Chapter 2, this scattering function will be plotted as a function of distance from the specular beam in direction cosine space $(\beta - \beta_o)$ as shown in Fig. 4.15. Note that by plotting both ordinate and abscissa on a log scale the scattering function for the polished sample takes the form of a straight line.
Scattering Function

Ideal Lambertian Surface
MgO
Sample #172
Sample #200

Fig. 4.15. Illustration of Scattering Function Plotted as a Function of $\beta - \beta_0$. 
CHAPTER 5

DATA AND RESULTS

The angular distribution of scattered light measured from a variety of surfaces, angles of incidence, and wavelengths are reported in this chapter. The results obtained are then compared with theoretical predictions.

Surface Roughness Effects

The scattered light profile for a normally incident beam on a variety of samples with a wide range of rms surface roughness values are exhibited in Fig. 5.1. Note that the polished samples are characterized by a straight line curve with a slope between \(-\frac{3}{2}\) and \(-2\). The ground glass samples yield curves which are flat for a substantial angular range before falling off rapidly at the larger angles. We were unable to produce samples that satisfactorily bridged the obvious gap in the data between the ground and polished samples. A separate study of the grinding and polishing process on fused silica (Shevlin, 1974) utilizing electron microscopic examination of the surface also indicates a very rapid change in the surface character between the fine grind and the polishing operation. This is dramatically illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Fig. 5.1. Comparison of Scatter Profiles for Samples with a Wide Range of Surface Roughnesses for a Normally Incident Beam.
Fig. 5.2. Electron Micrographic Display Illustrating the Surface Structure of Fused Silica at Various Stages of the Grinding and Polishing Process.
It is also instructive to compare the scattering curves resulting from special materials or unusual fabrication techniques with those of more conventional optical surfaces. For example, the results of scattering measurements on a polished beryllium sample and an ionically-polished fused quartz sample are shown in Fig. 5.3 along with some curves from conventional optical surfaces.

**Incident Angle Effects**

Rather extensive scatter measurements have been made on two representative surfaces. One is a ground glass surface (Sample #172) which is a very diffuse reflector. The other is an optically-polished surface (Sample #200) which is a nice specular reflector. Both samples were coated with aluminum prior to making the measurements. Four separate scattering profiles from the specular beam to the plane of the sample (see Fig. 4.7) were measured at several angles of incidence.

The backscattering profile of the scattered light distribution for these two samples is shown in Fig. 5.4 for several different angles of incidence. For the polished sample, the various curves coincide almost perfectly for angles of incidence between zero and 60°. Hence, it is apparent that the scattering function does not appreciably change with the angle of incidence. The corresponding curves for the rough sample coincide for a substantial range of angles then begin to depart somewhat at the large angles.

The four separate profiles of the scattered light distribution from the same two samples with the incident beam at 45° are shown in
Fig. 5.3. Comparison of Scatter Profiles from Special Materials and Unusual Fabrication Techniques with Those of Conventional Optical Surfaces.
Fig. 5.4. Comparison of Scatter Profiles for Different Incident Angles.
Fig. 5.5. Again the curves for the polished sample coincide almost perfectly, suggesting a rotationally-symmetric distribution in direction cosine space. Some asymmetry is noted in the scattered light distribution from the rough sample.

The data on Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 confirm that for a certain class of surfaces (in which optically-polished glass is definitely a member, and ground glass can perhaps be included to a lesser extent), the scattering properties are indeed shift invariant as predicted by the theory presented in Chapter 3, and can be completely characterized by a single set of measurements at a fixed angle of incidence!

Figure 5.6 dramatically illustrates the importance of the coordinate system within which the scattering process is discussed. The curves in Fig. 5.6(a) correspond to the scattered light distribution illustrated in Fig. 3.4 and confirms the well-known fact that a curve representing the scattered intensity as a function of observation angle will change shape drastically with angle of incidence--becoming quite skewed and asymmetrical at large angles of incidence. However, these same data, when plotted in accordance with our theory, describes a new scattering function which does not change shape but will merely be shifted in direction cosine space with changes in angle of incidence as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). This is a rather significant development which greatly reduces the quantity of data required to completely characterize the scattering properties of a surface.
Fig. 5.5. Comparison of Scatter Profiles Taken in Different Directions for an Incident Beam at 45 Degrees.
Fig. 5.6. Illustration of the Importance of the Coordinate System within which the Scattering Process is Discussed.

(a) Relative intensity plotted versus scattering angle.
(b) Scattering function plotted versus $\beta - \beta_0$. 
The Inverse Scattering Problem

The problem of determining surface characteristics from scattered light measurements plays an important role in many areas of technical interest. Recall that the surface autocovariance function and the rms surface roughness are two relevant surface characteristics which are related to the scattering properties of the surface by the transfer function described in Chapter 3.

Predictions of Surface Characteristics

A computer program has been written (see Appendix C) for calculating the effective transfer function and the surface autocovariance function from scattered light data. The measured data are assumed to be a radial profile, \( S(\rho) \), of a rotationally-symmetric scattering function. An intermediate quantity, \( BQ(\delta) \), is first determined by calculating the two-dimensional Fourier-Bessel Transform of this scattering function. The surface transfer function is then calculated from Eq. (53), where \( A = 1 - B \). And finally, the surface autocovariance function is computed from Eq. (58). Representative curves for a diffusely reflecting ground glass surface and a specularly reflecting polished glass surface are shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8. Note that the total integrated scatter, \( B \), and the rms surface roughness, \( \sigma_n \), are also provided from these curves. Figures 5.9 through 5.13 illustrate the predicted surface characteristics from other samples which we wish to compare with independent measurements.
Fig. 5.7. Computer Output from Inverse Scattering Program for Sample #172 ($\lambda = 0.5145$ $\mu$m).
Fig. 5.8. Computer Output from Inverse Scattering Program for Sample #184 ($\lambda = 0.5145$).
Fig. 5.9. Surface Autocovariance Function for Sample #198 Predicted from Scattered Light Measurements at $\lambda = 0.5145 \, \mu m$. 

\[ \sigma^2 = 3.29 \times 10^{-6} \, \mu m^2 \]
Fig. 5.10. Surface Autocovariance Function for Sample #186 Predicted from Scattered Light Measurements at $\lambda = 0.5145 \, \mu m$. 

$\sigma^2 \frac{\mu m}{W} = 1.23 \times 10^{-5} \, \mu m$
Fig. 5.11. Surface Autocovariance Function for Sample #163 Predicted from Scattered Light Measurements at \( \lambda = 0.5145 \, \mu m \).
Fig. 5.12. Surface Autocovariance Function for Sample 1NWC Predicted from Scattered Light Measurements at $\lambda = 0.5145 \, \mu m$. 

$\sigma^2_W = 2.44 \times 10^{-6} \, \mu m^2$
Fig. 5.13. Surface Autocovariance Function for Sample 2NWC Predicted by Scattered Light Measurements at $\lambda = 0.5145 \, \mu m$. 

$\sigma_{W}^2 = 1.79 \times 10^{-6} \, \mu m^2$
Surface Structure Measurements

Three traditional techniques for obtaining surface structure information involve profilometry, electro-microscopy, and PECO interferometry. Most profilometers provide too coarse a measurement for optical surfaces. As illustrated in Fig. 5.2 the electron microscope works nicely on the rough ground glass surfaces but fails to yield sufficient information about the smooth polished surfaces. The PECO interferometer works well on smooth surfaces with a strong specular beam but does not yield good results for the rough diffusely reflecting surfaces since it requires multiple reflections. The latter two complementary techniques were thus utilized in our research effort.

Surface profiles of rough samples can be determined from electron-micrograph stereo pairs using conventional stereo-photogrammetric techniques (Moffitt, 1959). Nankivell (1963) discusses some of the stereo-photogrammetric problems unique to electron microscope applications. Electron-micrograph stereo pairs were produced with both a conventional transmission electron microscope and a scanning electron microscope at a variety of tilt angles and magnifications for several surfaces with known characteristics. Considerable preliminary experimentation with stereo-photogrammetric techniques was then performed with a variety of stereoscope-parallax bar configurations.

A typical electron-micrograph stereo pair is shown in Fig. 5.14 with a line scribed to indicate the position of a set of preliminary surface height measurements that were made with a standard Fairchild Stereocomparator. This instrument consists of a mirror stereoscope
Fig. 5.14. Typical Electron-Micrograph Stereo Pair of a Ground Glass Sample along with a Surface Profile as Determined by Stereo-Photogrammetric Techniques.
fitted with a parallax bar containing a micrometer for measuring the parallax of each desired pair of points. The resulting surface profile is also shown in Fig. 5.14. This surface is a very rough ground glass produced with 30 μm grit. The tedious procedure of obtaining surface profiles in this manner becomes increasingly more difficult as the surface becomes smoother.

The two statistical parameters which determine the scattered light characteristics are the variance of the surface height distribution and the surface autocorrelation function. A computer program (see Appendix D) was written which takes the surface profile data and determines the above two parameters. An electron micrograph showing the surface of Sample #172 magnified 10,000 times is illustrated in Fig. 5.15 along with the surface profile, surface height distribution function, and the surface autocovariance function. One hundred-twenty data points were used for obtaining these surface parameters. Additional data was recorded to determine the degree to which the surface was homogeneous and isotropic.

Surface profiles of several smooth samples were measured by Dr. Jean Bennett at the Naval Weapons Center on a scanning FECO interferometer (see Appendix E) capable of determining very small height differences with a lateral resolution of 2 μm. This instrument, along with auxiliary equipment which includes a slow-scan TV camera, signal averager, minicomputer, and teletype unit, yields the surface profile, rms roughness, surface height distribution function, surface autocovariance function, and other statistical properties of optical surfaces.
Fig. 5.15. An Electron Micrograph of Sample #172 is shown along with a Surface Profile, the Surface Height Distribution, and the Surface Autocovariance Function as Determined by Stereo-Photogrammetric Techniques.
The results of these measurements on Sample #198 are shown in Fig. 5.16.

The rms surface roughness was also predicted from visual measurements of the FECO fringe widths, as well as from total integrated scatter measurements performed at the Naval Weapons Center. Additional scattered light measurements made on a few samples allowed the autocovariance length to be calculated when assuming the autocovariance function to be Gaussian.

Comparison of Predictions with Measurements

Theoretical predictions of surface characteristics for Sample #172 were shown in Fig. 5.7. Direct comparison with the results of the surface measurements shown in Fig. 5.15 indicate that the values for the rms surface roughness differ by approximately a factor of three and the widths of the autocovariance function (distance to the first zero) differ by approximately 20 per cent. Under the circumstances involved this can be considered to be remarkably good agreement since this surface is so rough as to make the theory somewhat suspect and not rough enough for the electron-micrograph stereo measurements to be considered reliable.

The predictions of surface characteristics based upon scattered light measurements from smooth surfaces are tabulated in Table 5.1 along with the results of independent measurements performed at the Naval Weapons Center. The rms surface roughness of a few samples was determined both from total integrated scatter measurements and from
Fig. 5.16. Surface of Sample #198 as Determined by the Scanning FECO Interferometer at the Naval Weapons Center.
### Table 5.1. Surface Characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>RMS Roughness</th>
<th>Autocovariance Width</th>
<th>NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Scatter)</td>
<td>(FECO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>18.1 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.323 μm</td>
<td>20.8 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.6 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.4 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>35.1 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.245 μm</td>
<td>42.2 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.7 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.2 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>10.8 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.227 μm</td>
<td>18.5 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.4 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.9 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1NWC</td>
<td>15.6 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.287 μm</td>
<td>9.7 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.233 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2NWC</td>
<td>13.4 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.278 μm</td>
<td>10.1 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.282 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5NWC</td>
<td>14.8 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.288 μm</td>
<td>15.8 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.384 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6NWC</td>
<td>15.0 Angstroms</td>
<td>0.260 μm</td>
<td>12.9 Angstroms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.287 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
visual measurement of the FECO fringe widths. The wide variation in the results of these two techniques for Sample #186 and Sample #163 was attributed to nonuniform roughness over the surface of the sample. The surface autocovariance width determined from the scanning FECO interferometer is one to two orders of magnitude larger than that theoretically predicted from scattered light measurements. This is due to the poor lateral resolution of the instrument. The surface autocovariance width predicted from a simple theory which assumes a Gaussian shape for the autocovariance function does compare favorably with our predictions. The autocovariance widths tabulated in Table 5.1 are arbitrarily chosen to be the half-width of the surface autocovariance function at $1/\sqrt{e}$ times its maximum height.

Indirect Verification of Inverse Scattering Solution

The accurate determination of micro-structure on an optical surface has been shown to be extremely difficult to accomplish by direct measurement (therein lies the motivation for attempting to solve the inverse scattering problem). However, our theoretical treatment of the inverse scattering problem can be tested indirectly by using the surface characteristics predicted from scattered light measurements at a given wavelength to calculate the scattered light behavior at a different wavelength. This calculated scattering function can then be readily compared to the directly measured scattering function at that wavelength. Figure 5.17 provides a direct comparison of the measured scattering function from Sample #184 at $\lambda = 0.6328 \mu m$ to that predicted from surface characteristics determined from scattered light.
Fig. 5.17. Indirect Verification of Inverse Scattering Problem.
measurements at $\lambda = 0.4579 \, \mu m$. The remarkable agreement displayed provides experimental verification of our theoretical treatment of the inverse scattering problem, at least for smooth surfaces.

**Wavelength Effects**

The transfer function characterization of scattering surfaces developed in Chapter 3 offers a simple means of determining the wavelength dependence of the scattered light behavior. Once the surface characteristics are known (whether from direct measurement or calculated from scattered light data), the same theory provides a simple method of predicting the scattering function at any desired wavelength.

This technique of predicting the scattering behavior as a function of wavelength has been experimentally verified (see Fig. 5.17) for wavelength ranges limited to the visible spectrum. Furthermore, the same data can be used to verify the wavelength scaling law for smooth surfaces stated in Eq. (70). This is illustrated in Fig. 5.18.

Similar attempts to predict the scattering properties of a surface at a wavelength of 10.6 $\mu m$ from measured data in the visible was not successful. This failure was due to the greatly expanded angular width of the scattering function at long wavelengths as described by the wavelength scaling law, and is illustrated in Fig. 5.19. Note that scattered light measurements over angular range from $1^\circ$ to $46^\circ$ at a wavelength of 0.4579 $\mu m$ can be used to predict the scattering behavior from $1.4^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ for a wavelength of 0.6328 $\mu m$. However, these same measurements provide only a few data points in the angular range from $1^\circ$ to $2.5^\circ$ that are useful in predicting the scattering behavior for a
Fig. 5.18. Experimental Verification of Wavelength Scaling Law for Smooth Surfaces.
Fig. 5.19. Diagram Illustrating the Effects of the Wavelength Scaling Law.
wavelength of 10.6 μm, and no information is obtained concerning the scattered light behavior at angles less than 24°.

It is now clear that it may not be possible to compare the scattered intensity of two widely separated wavelengths in a given direction without extrapolating one curve. However, this behavior has the advantage of allowing one to determine the scattering characteristics at very small angles (unobtainable by direct measurement due to mechanical constraints) by making large angle scatter measurements at a longer wavelength. The angular range of validity for predictions of scattered light behavior based upon measurements from 1° to 80° at 10.6 μm is presented as a function of wavelength in Fig. 5.20. For example, measurements from 1° to 80° at a wavelength of 10.6 μm could be used to predict the scattering properties of visible light (λ = 0.5 μm) in an angular range from approximately 0.045° to 2.7°. Or conversely, if one has the capability of making very small angle measurements in the visible, the wide angle scattering characteristics at a longer wavelength can be determined.
Fig. 5.20. The Angular Range of Validity for Predictions of Scattered Light Behavior Based upon Measurements from 1° to 80° at 10.6 μm.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This study has been a general investigation of surface scatter phenomena dealing with several different aspects of scattered light behavior. An elementary theoretical development based upon scalar diffraction theory has been presented. Linear systems theory and modern Fourier techniques result in a theoretical model of light scattering systems which closely parallels the highly successful theory of isoplanatic imaging systems. An extensive experimental program has accompanied this theoretical development in an attempt to verify theoretical predictions.

Summary of Results

An analytical expression has been obtained for a surface transfer function which relates the surface micro-structure to the scattered distribution of radiation from that surface. The existence of such a transfer function implies a shift-invariant scattering function which does not change shape with the angle of the incident beam. This is a rather significant development which greatly reduces the quantity of data required to completely characterize the scattering properties of a surface. For a large class of well-behaved surfaces this transfer function is described in terms of only the rms surface roughness and the surface autocovariance function. This transfer function thus
provides a straightforward solution to the inverse scattering problem (i.e., determining the surface characteristics from scattered light measurements). Once the surface characteristics are known, the same theory provides an equally simple method of predicting the wavelength dependence of the scattered light distribution.

Experimental verification of the shift-invariant scattering function has been successfully demonstrated for smooth surfaces ($\sigma_n < \lambda$). The scattered light measurements from rough (diffusely reflecting) surfaces results in a scattering function which is shift-invariant over only a small range of angles and departs significantly from the predicted behavior at large scattering angles.

A computer program has been developed that operates upon scattered light data to yield the total integrated scatter, the surface transfer function, the rms surface roughness, and the surface autocovariance function. Although accurate determination of micro-structure on optical surfaces is extremely difficult to accomplish by direct measurement (thus the motivation for attempting to solve the inverse scattering problem), favorable comparisons of predicted surface characteristics with the corresponding measured quantities have been demonstrated for both smooth surfaces and moderately rough surfaces. In addition, experimental verification of the inverse scattering program was accomplished indirectly by supplying scattered light data of one wavelength as input to the inverse scattering program in order to determine the relevant surface characteristics; then this information was used to predict the scattering function at a different wavelength.
Excellent agreement with the measured scattering function at that wavelength was achieved.

Since the above technique involves numerical computations on sampled data, an analytical expression for a wavelength scaling law is not required to determine the scattering function at any desired wavelength. However, in order to gain insight into the wavelength dependence of surface scatter phenomena, a wavelength scaling law for smooth surfaces was derived and verified. This scaling law consists of a change in the scattering angle as well as a change in the amplitude of the scattering function with changes in wavelength. It therefore provides a valuable tool for predicting the scattering behavior in certain angular regions or wavelength ranges where direct measurements are difficult to obtain.

Further Theoretical Considerations

No explicit approximations concerning the size of the surface variations were made in the theoretical development presented in Chapter 3. However, a simplifying assumption was made regarding the random component of the pupil function described in Eq. (33). It was assumed that the phase variations in the disturbance emerging from the scattering surface were equal to the perturbations introduced onto a normally incident wavefront. Careful examination of Fig. 6.1 reveals that the phase difference introduced by reflection from a rough surface depends upon both the angle of incidence and the angle of observation in addition to the surface height at the point of reflection. The phase variations along the scattering surface can thus be expressed as
Fig. 6.1. Illustration of the Phase Variation Introduced by Reflection from a Rough Surface.
\[ \phi(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) = 2\pi(\gamma+\gamma_0)\hat{W}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) \]

where

\[ \gamma = \cos \theta, \quad \gamma_0 = \cos \theta_0. \]

The effective transfer function of a scattering surface is now given by the following general expression

\[ \hat{H}_R(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) = e^{-\left[\frac{2\pi(\gamma+\gamma_0)\sigma^2_n}{2}\right]} \left[1 - \frac{C\hat{W}(\hat{x}, \hat{y})}{\sigma^2_n}\right] \]

This expression can be interpreted as a two-parameter family of transfer functions, one for every possible angle of incidence and every possible scattering angle.

This generalization still leaves us with a theoretical model closely paralleling that of non-isoplanatic imaging systems which can be characterized by a different transfer function for each off-axis object point. It therefore seems reasonable that an "aberration theory" of scattering systems can be developed to provide more insight into the scattering behavior of rough surfaces.

A preliminary empirical search for a new scattering function of the form \((\gamma+\gamma_0)^m S(\alpha, \beta) \) plotted versus the quantity \((\beta-\beta_0)/(\gamma+\gamma_0)^n\) resulted in the following interesting dilemma. When \(m=2\) and \(n=1\), the scattering function for Sample #172 indeed becomes quite shift-invariant with respect to changes in the incident angle (there is a theoretical basis for this particular form of the scattering function if some assumptions are made concerning the shape of the surface autocovariance function). However, this same scattering function degrades the
shift-invariance of Sample #200. Clearly a more general theory should also work for the special case of smooth surfaces.

Suggestions for Further Research

The following suggestions are made for further research in the area of surface scatter phenomena:

1. Continue the theoretical development on the transfer function characterization of scattering surfaces. This should include an attempt to solve the inverse scattering problem for rough surfaces by using the general expression for the transfer function described by Eq. (79). Empirical curve fitting techniques may be useful in an attempt to discover new scattering functions or plotting techniques which result in shift-invariant behavior with respect to changes in the incident angle. Generalizing the surface scatter theory to a complete vector treatment while maintaining the transfer function approach would be a major contribution to the understanding of surface scatter phenomena.

2. Improve the scattered light measuring capabilities by obtaining laser sources that span a larger wavelength range.

3. Automate the scattering apparatus for high-speed acquisition and analysis.

4. Acquire samples and perform measurements upon selected moderately rough surfaces (0.1<\(\sigma\)<1.0) and compare with theoretical predictions.
APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS
FOR DIFFRACTED WAVE FIELDS

For the case of a plane wave incident upon an aperture, the diffracted wave field on an observation plane is given by Eqs. (16) and (17), where

\[
\hat{W} = (\hat{\ell} - \hat{\delta}) + \left(\hat{x}' \hat{x} + \hat{y}' \hat{y}\right)/\hat{\delta}.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

The quantity \(\hat{\ell}\) can be written as

\[
\hat{\ell} = \sqrt{(\hat{x} - \hat{x}')^2 + (\hat{y} - \hat{y}')^2 + \hat{\delta}'^2} = \hat{\delta} \sqrt{1 + \left[\hat{\delta}'^2 - 2(\hat{x} \hat{x}' + \hat{y} \hat{y}')\right]/\hat{\delta}'^2},
\]  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

where

\[
\hat{\delta}^2 = \hat{x}^2 + \hat{y}^2, \quad \hat{\delta}'^2 = \hat{x}'^2 + \hat{y}'^2.
\]

A binomial expansion of the above square root results in the following expression for \(\hat{W}\)

\[
\hat{W} = \frac{\hat{\delta}}{2} \left[\hat{\delta}^2 + \hat{\delta}'^2\right]/\hat{\delta}^2
\]  \hspace{1cm} - \frac{\hat{\delta}}{8} \left[\hat{\delta}^4 + \hat{\delta}'^4 + 4(\hat{x} \hat{x}' + \hat{y} \hat{y}')^2 + \hat{\delta}^2 \hat{\delta}'^2 - 4\hat{\delta}^2 (\hat{x} \hat{x}' + \hat{y} \hat{y}') - 4\hat{\delta}'^2 (\hat{x} \hat{x}' + \hat{y} \hat{y}')\right]/\hat{\delta}^4
\]  \hspace{1cm} + \text{higher-order terms.} \hspace{1cm} (A.3)
If we assume a rotationally-symmetric diffracting aperture we can, without loss of generality, choose the observation point on the \( \hat{y} \)-axis. Let us therefore set \( \hat{x} = 0 \). We can then let \( \hat{y} = \hat{y} \) and \( \hat{y}' = \hat{y}' \cos \phi \), hence

\[
\hat{W} = \frac{\hat{y}}{2} [\hat{y}^2 + \hat{y}'^2]/\hat{z}^2
\]

\[
- \frac{\hat{y}}{8} [\hat{y}^4 + \hat{y}'^4 + 4\hat{y}^2\hat{y}'^2 \cos^2 \phi + 2\hat{y}^2\hat{y}'^2 - 4\hat{y}^3\hat{y}' \cos \phi + 4\hat{y}^3\hat{y}'^3 \cos \phi]/\hat{z}^4
\]

+ higher-order terms. \( \text{(A.4)} \)

If we now substitute

\[
\hat{y} = \rho \hat{y}_{\text{max}}, \quad \hat{y}' = \hat{a} \frac{\hat{d}}{2}
\]

into the previous equation, we obtain

\[
\hat{W} = \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}^2}{2} \rho^2 + (\hat{a}/2)^2 \rho^2 \hat{a}^2]/\hat{z}^2
\]

\[
- \frac{\hat{y}_{\text{max}}}{8} [\hat{y}_{\text{max}}^4 \rho^4 + (\hat{a}/2)^2 \rho^2 \hat{a}^2 \rho^2 \hat{a}^2 \cos^2 \phi
\]

\[
+ 2\hat{y}_{\text{max}}^2 (\hat{a}/2)^2 \rho^2 \hat{a}^2 - 4\hat{y}_{\text{max}}^3 (\hat{a}/2)^2 \rho^3 \hat{a} \cos \phi
\]

\[
- 4\hat{y}_{\text{max}}^3 (\hat{a}/2)^3 \rho \hat{a}^3 \cos \phi]/\hat{z}^4
\]

+ higher-order terms. \( \text{(A.5)} \)

Equating coefficients of corresponding terms between this equation and the wavefront aberration function given by Eq. (24), we obtain the aberration coefficients tabulated in the first column of Table 2.1.
If we now have a spherical wave incident upon the aperture, the quantity $\hat{W}$ in Eq. (17) is given by

$$\hat{W} = (\hat{L} - \hat{z}) - (\hat{L}_0 - \hat{z}) + (\hat{\alpha} \hat{x}' + \hat{\beta} \hat{y}')/\hat{z}, \quad (A.6)$$

where

$$\hat{L}_0 = \sqrt{\hat{x}'^2 + \hat{y}'^2 + \hat{z}^2} = \hat{z} \sqrt{1 + \hat{z}'^2/\hat{z}^2}. \quad (A.8)$$

A binomial expansion of this quantity results in

$$\hat{L}_0 - \hat{z} = \frac{\hat{z}}{2} (\hat{z}'/\hat{z})^2 - \frac{\hat{z}}{8} (\hat{z}'/\hat{z})^4 + \ldots. \quad (A.7)$$

But these will merely cancel identical terms in the previous expansion thus resulting in the aberration coefficients presented in column two of Table 2.1.

For the case of a hemispherical observation space the diffracted wave field is given by Eqs. (22) and (23). With a plane wave incident upon the aperture, we have

$$\hat{W} = (\hat{L} - \hat{z}) + (\hat{\alpha} \hat{x}' + \hat{\beta} \hat{y}'). \quad (A.8)$$

The quantity $\hat{L}$ can be written as

$$\hat{L} = \sqrt{(\hat{x} - \hat{x}')^2 + (\hat{y} - \hat{y}')^2 + \hat{z}^2}$$

$$= \hat{r} \sqrt{1 + [\hat{z}'^2 - 2\hat{r}(\hat{\alpha} \hat{x}' + \hat{\beta} \hat{y}')]}/\hat{r}^2, \quad (A.9)$$

where

$$\hat{z}'^2 = \hat{x}'^2 + \hat{y}'^2, \quad \hat{r}^2 = \hat{x}^2 + \hat{y}^2 + \hat{z}^2.$$
A binomial expansion of the above square root yields

\[ \hat{W} = \frac{\hat{\rho}}{2} (\hat{\delta}'/\hat{\rho})^2 - \frac{\hat{\rho}^\prime}{8} [\hat{\delta}'^4 - 4\hat{\rho}\hat{\delta}'^2 (\alpha\hat{\delta}' + \beta\hat{\gamma}') + 4\hat{\rho}^2 (\alpha\hat{\delta}' + \beta\hat{\gamma}')^2]/\hat{\rho}^4 \]

+ higher-order terms. \hfill (A.10)

If we again assume a rotationally-symmetric diffracting aperture we can, without loss of generality, choose the observation point on the \( \hat{y} \)-axis. Let us therefore set \( \alpha = 0 \). We can also let \( \hat{\gamma}' = \hat{\delta}' \cos \phi \) which results in

\[ \hat{W} = \frac{\hat{\rho}}{2} (\hat{\delta}'/\hat{\rho})^2 - \frac{\hat{\rho}^\prime}{8} [\hat{\delta}'^4 - 4\hat{\rho}\hat{\delta}'^3 \cos \phi + 4\hat{\rho}^2 \beta^2 \hat{\delta}'^2 \cos^2 \phi]/\hat{\rho}^4 \]

+ higher-order terms. \hfill (A.11)

If we now substitute

\[ \beta = \rho \beta_{\text{max}}, \quad \hat{\delta}' = \hat{\delta} \frac{d}{2} \]

into the previous equation, we obtain

\[ \hat{W} = \frac{\hat{\rho}}{2} (\hat{d}/2\hat{\rho})^2 \hat{\alpha}^2 - \frac{\hat{\rho}^\prime}{8} [(\hat{d}/2)^4 \hat{\alpha}^4 - 4\hat{\rho}\beta_{\text{max}} (\hat{d}/2)^3 \beta^3 \cos \phi \]

+ \( 4\hat{\rho}^2 \beta_{\text{max}}^2 (\hat{d}/2)^2 \beta^2 \rho^2 \cos^2 \phi]/\hat{\rho}^4 \]

+ higher-order terms. \hfill (A.12)

Again equating coefficients of corresponding terms between this equation and the wavefront aberration function given by Eq. (24), we obtain the aberration coefficients tabulated in column three of Table 2.1.
If we now have a spherical wave illuminating the aperture and a hemispherical observation space, the quantity $\hat{W}$ in Eq. (23) is given by

$$\hat{W} = (\hat{\ell} - \hat{\eta}) - (\hat{\ell}_o - \hat{\eta}_o) + (\alpha \hat{\eta}' + \beta \hat{\eta}')$$

where

$$Z_0 = \sqrt{\hat{\eta}^2 + \frac{s'^2}{r^2} + \frac{\hat{\eta}_o^2}{r_o^2}} = \hat{\eta} \sqrt{1 + \frac{s'^2}{r^2}}.$$  

A binomial expansion of this quantity results in

$$\hat{\ell}_o - \hat{\eta} = \frac{\hat{\eta}}{2} \left( \frac{s'}{\hat{\eta}} \right)^2 - \frac{\hat{\eta}}{8} \left( \frac{s'}{\hat{\eta}} \right)^4 + \ldots$$

Once again these terms merely cancel identical terms in the previous expansion, leaving only coma and astigmatism present in the diffracted wave field as indicated in the last column of Table 2.1.
APPENDIX B

BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

The basic quantity that characterizes (geometrically) the reflecting properties of a surface element $dA$ is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). This quantity

$$f_p(\theta_i, \phi_i; \theta_r, \phi_r) = \frac{dL_p(\theta_i, \phi_i; \theta_r, \phi_r; E_i)}{dE_i(\theta_i, \phi_i)}$$

is defined by Nicodemus (1970), as the reflected radiance $dL_p(\theta_i, \phi_i; \theta_r, \phi_r; E_i)$ of the surface element $dA$ in the direction $(\theta_r, \phi_r)$ divided by the incident irradiance $dE_i(\theta_i, \phi_i) = L_i(\theta_i, \phi_i)d\Omega_i$ producing it. The geometry of this situation is illustrated in Fig. B.1, where the element of projected solid angle is given by $d\Omega \equiv \cos \theta d\Omega$.

The numerical value of the BRDF for a given pair of incident and reflected ray directions may vary from zero to infinity. In particular, consider two ideal cases. The BRDF is a constant for all reflected directions for a perfectly diffuse (Lambertian) surface; and it becomes infinite (as a Dirac delta function) for a perfectly specular reflector. The BRDF, defined above as a ratio of infinitesimals, is an idealized concept that can never be measured exactly. Real measurements are
Fig. B.1. Geometry of Incident and Reflected Elementary Beams Used to Define the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function.
always made over some finite solid angle and wavelength interval and can therefore yield only average values $\overline{I}$ over those parameter intervals.

The BRDF is basic in the sense that all other reflectance or scattering functions can be derived from it. For example, Judd (1967) lists nine different kinds of reflectance functions based on the angular extent of the incident and reflected radiation. All of them can be derived from the BRDF.

Note that the BRDF is a four-dimensional quantity that can be thought of as an infinite family of two-dimensional light distribution functions— one for every possible angle at which the incident beam can strike the surface element. This involves an overwhelming quantity of data, especially where high directional resolution is needed to describe glints and specularities.
APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM

The following is a computer program for calculating the effective transfer function, the rms surface roughness and the surface autocovariance function from scattered light data. Once these surface characteristics are known, the same program can be used to predict the scattering properties at a different wavelength.
PROGRAM SSMAIN(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT,TAPES=OUTPUT)
INTEGER ROUTE
COMMON HS(300), RO(300), CSURF(300), W(300), SCALE, WAVE, RMS
COMMON NS, IS, IA, ROUTE, SAMPLE
DATA TYPE1, TYPE2, TYPE3, ENOP/4HSURF, 4HAUTO, 4HSCAT, 4HENOP/
DATA IFLAG/0/
C *** ************************************************************************
9001 FORMAT(A4,12,A4)
9901 FORMAT(1H1,6(/),1X(10X,3HERROR IN 'TYPE' OF PROGRAM DATA,//))
C *** ************************************************************************
C *** READ TYPE OF DATA USED
10 READ(5,9001) SAMPLE, ROUTE, TYPE
   IF(TYPE.EQ.TYPE1) GO TO 20
   IF(TYPE.EQ.TYPE2) GO TO 30
   IF(TYPE.EQ.TYPE3) GO TO 40
   IF(TYPE.EQ.ENOP) GO TO 99
   WRITE(6,9999)
   GO TO 99
20 CALL SURF
   IF(IFLAG) GO TO 99
30 CALL AUTO(IFLAG)
   IF(LAG) GO TO 10.
40 CALL SCAT
   GO TO 10
99 CALL EXIT
END
SUBROUTINE SURF
INTEGER ROUTE
REAL M, M1, E(300), F(50), U(300)
COMMON BS(308), RO(300), CSURF(300), W(300), SCALE, WAVE, RMS
COMMON NS, NTOT, IA, ROUTE, SAMPLE
EQUIVALENCE (S,E(1)), (S1,E(2)),(S2,E(3)),(S3,E(4))
DATA ISTAR/1H*/
C *** OS IS SAMPLING DISTANCE ON PHOTO IN MM
READ(5,9000) OS, IA, SCALE, WAVE
4 READ(5,9002) M1, Z, NOEX, NOEX
2=7/57.2459
DO 5 1=1,4
5 E(I) = 0.
READ(5,9002) (A(I),I=I,NOEX)
C *** PARALLAX EQUATION
B=A(1)
C2=M1*SIN(Z)
A(I)=A(I+1)/C
10 S=S+A(I)
C *** DATA CONVERSION FOR SURFACE PROFILE
X=MDEX/2, Y=SM*MD
DO 20 I=1,MD
S1=S1+(I/2)*(A(I)-Y)
S2=S2+(I*X)**2,
20 S3=S3+(A(I)-Y)**2,
M=S1/S2
B=Y-M*X
DO 25 I=1,MD
A(I)=A(I)+(M*1+B)
I0=NT0T+1
25 U=I0+1
NT0T=NT0T+MD
IF(MD>100) GO TO 4
DO=DS/M*1000
WRITE (6,9901) WAVE, SCALE, SAMPLE
WRITE(6,9901)
CALL PRINT(D,DS,NT0T,2)
C *** FIND YMAX AND YMIN
S=0
Y1=D0/I
Y2=D0/I
DO 25 I=1,NT0T
S=S+N(I)**2,
IF(Y1>0(I)) GO TO 30
Y1=0(I)
25 CONTINUE
30 IF(Y2>0(I)) GO TO 35
Y2=0(I)
35 CONTINUE
C *** TABULATE THE HISTOGRAM AND CALCULATE RMS
X=(Y1+Y2)/MD
DO 40 I=1,MD
F(I)=0,
DO 60 K=1,MD
L=K-MD/2,
IF(L(K).LT.X) GO TO 50
F(K)=F(K)+1
GO TO 60
50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,9904)
RMS=(S/NT0T)**0.5
WRITE (6,9902) RMS, Y2, Y1
DO 70 I=1,MD
Nh=(Nh+1)/I
70 CONTINUE
C *** CALCULATE THE SURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE
DO 90 I=1,NT0T
CSUBW(I)=0,
NTT=(NT0T-I)+1
DO 80 K=1,NTT
80 CSUBW(I)=CSUBW(I)+D(K)*D(K+I-1)
90 CSUBW(I)=CSUBW(I)*DS
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE AUTO(FLAG)
INTEGER ROUTE
COMMON BS(300), BG(300), CSUBW(300), H(300), SCALE, WAVE, RMS
COMMON DS, IS, IA, ROUTE, SAMPLE
DATA PI/3.1415927/

C *** ************************************************************
9000 FORMAT(F5.1,1X,E10.4)
9001 FORMAT(F4.4, 2(I3, 1X), F2.1, 1X, E10.4, 1X, E9.3)
9002 FORMAT(8(E9.3,1X))
9900 FORMAT(1H1, 20(//), 50X, 27HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE DATA,//,
1 50X, 19WHAVELENGTH OF ,E10.4,7H MICRON,//,
2 50X, 20GHGRAPEH WITH A SCALE FACTOR , F3.1,///,
3 50X, 10HSAMPLE NO., 1X, A4)
9901 FORMAT(1H1,19HSCATTERING FUNCTION)
9902 FORMAT(//,29H THE RMS SURFACE ROUGHNESS IS, E9.3, 7H MICRON)
9903 FORMAT(1H1, 42H(SYSTEM) FOURIER-BESSEL TRANSFORM FUNCTION)
9904 FORMAT(1H1, 31HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION)
9905 FORMAT(1H1,17HTRANSFER FUNCTION)

C *** ************************************************************
9006 FORMAT(F5.1,1X,E10.4)
9007 FORMAT(F4.4, 2(I3, 1X), F2.1, 1X, E10.4, 1X, E9.3)
9008 FORMAT(8(E9.3,1X))
9906 FORMAT(1H1, 20(//), 50X, 27HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE DATA,//,
1 50X, 19WHAVELENGTH OF ,E10.4,7H MICRON,//,
2 50X, 20GHGRAPEH WITH A SCALE FACTOR , F3.1,///,
3 50X, 10HSAMPLE NO., 1X, A4)
9907 FORMAT(1H1,19HSCATTERING FUNCTION)
9908 FORMAT(//,29H THE RMS SURFACE ROUGHNESS IS, E9.3, 7H MICRON)
9909 FORMAT(1H1, 42H(SYSTEM) FOURIER-BESSEL TRANSFORM FUNCTION)
9910 FORMAT(1H1, 31HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION)
9911 FORMAT(1H1,17HTRANSFER FUNCTION)

C *** ************************************************************
9000 FORMAT(F5.1,1X,E10.4)
9001 FORMAT(F4.4, 2(I3, 1X), F2.1, 1X, E10.4, 1X, E9.3)
9002 FORMAT(8(E9.3,1X))
9900 FORMAT(1H1, 20(//), 50X, 27HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE DATA,//,
1 50X, 19WHAVELENGTH OF ,E10.4,7H MICRON,//,
2 50X, 20GHGRAPEH WITH A SCALE FACTOR , F3.1,///,
3 50X, 10HSAMPLE NO., 1X, A4)
9901 FORMAT(1H1,19HSCATTERING FUNCTION)
9902 FORMAT(//,29H THE RMS SURFACE ROUGHNESS IS, E9.3, 7H MICRON)
9903 FORMAT(1H1, 42H(SYSTEM) FOURIER-BESSEL TRANSFORM FUNCTION)
9904 FORMAT(1H1, 31HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION)
9905 FORMAT(1H1,17HTRANSFER FUNCTION)
SUBROUTINE SCAT
INTEGER ROUTE
COMMON AS(300), HS(300), CSUMW(300), H(300), SCALE, WAVE, RMS
COMMON OS, IS, IA, ROUTE, SAMPLE
DATA P1/3.1415927/
C *** ***************
9001 FORMAT(F3,2, 1X, 2(E15.1X), F2,1, 1X, E10.4)
9002 FORMAT( A(E9.3,1X))
9900 FORMAT(1H1, 20X), 5OX, 2AHSCATTERING FUNCTION DATA,,
1 5OX, 19WAVELENGTH OF ,E10.4,7H MICRON,,
2 5OX, 2AHGRAPHED WITH A SCALE FACTOR ,  F3,,
3 5OX, 10HSAMPLE NO., 1X, A4)
9901 FORMAT( 1H1, 2OHSCATTERING FUNCTION)
9902 FORMAT(///,29H THE RMS SURFACE ROUGHNESS IS, E9,3, 7H MICRON)
9903 FORMAT(1H1, 2PHSYSTEM) FOURIER-BESSSEL TRANSFORM FUNCTION)
9904 FORMAT(1H1, 3HSURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION)
9905 FORMAT(1H1, 24HSYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION)
C *** ***************
READ(5,9001) DA, IA, IS, SCALE, WAVE
READ(5,9002) (BS(I), 1 = 1,IA)
WRITE(6,9900) WAVE, SCALE, SAMPLE
WRITE(6,9981)
CALL PRINT(95,DA,IA,3)
C *** DETERMINE THE OUTPUT INTERVAL OS (ASSUMING AR IS NON-INCREASING)
CALL INTER(BS,DA,IA,MS,IS,0)
IF(ROUTE.EQ,0) DS=.2/WAVE
OS = DS*SCALE
C *** FIND THE (SYSTEM) FOURIER-BESSSEL TRANSFORM FUNCTION
CALL HANSEL(BS,OS,IA,BO,DS,IS)
WRITE(6,9903)
CALL PRINT(HO,OS,IS,1)
C *** CALCULATE THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
B=BO(1)
DO 20 I=1,IS
20 H(I)=H(I-B) + HS(I)
WRITE(6,9905)
CALL PRINT(H,OS,IS,1)
C *** CALCULATE SIGMA SQUARED AND RMS
SIGSO=(WAVE/(4.*PI))*2.*XALOG(1.,/(1.-B))
RMS = SIGSQ**.5
C *** CALCULATE THE SURFACE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION
DO 30 I=1,IS
30 CSUMW(I)= (WAVE/(4.*PI))*2.*XALOG(H(I)) + SIGSQ
OS = DS*WAVE
WRITE(6,9904)
WRITE(6,9902) RMS
CALL PRINT(CSUMW,OS,IS,2)
IF(ROUTE.EQ,1) CALL AUTO(1)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INTER(X,DX,IX,DZ,IZ,IFLAG)
REAL X(300), OZS(9)
DATA EPS/.81/, OZS/.1, .12, .25, .5, 1./
IMAX=2
YMAX=X(1)
DO 5 I=2,IX
IF(YMAX.GE.X(I)) GO TO 5
YMAX=X(I)
RETURN
END
I MAX=1
5 CONTINUE
DZ=MAX*EPS
IF (IFLAG,LT,$0.1$) GO TO 25
DO 10 I=IMAX,IX
IF (X(I),LT,0.2) GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
20 DZ=1./((1-I)/DX/IZ)**3
IF (IFLAG,LT,2) DZ=1./(1-I)/DX/IZ**3.
25 B= ALOG10(DZ)
K= INT(B)+1
IF (B,LT,2) K=INT(B)
DO 30 I=1,5
IF (TEST,LE,9ZS(I)) GO TO 40
30 CONTINUE
z t O 07,= nZS(I)*10**(B-K)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PRINT(W,OX,IW,IV)
REAL W(100), PT(101), UNITS(3)
DATA UNITS/6H LAMBDA, AMPLITUDE, 6H BETA /
C **************************************************
9901 FORMAT(5F8.2,2HX(2H),5(12X,E8.2) / 4X,2HX(A6,1H),3X,9H AMPLITUDE, 
C 4X,1H,5.5(5H,-----),5H,-----))
9902 FORMAT(4X,9G,3,3X,F9.3,4X,10I141)
C **************************************************
DO 10 I=1,101
10 PT(I)=1H
X=0
CALL INTER(W,OX,IW,DAMP,100,1)
WRITE(6,9901) (DAMP* T,  1  =  20,100,20), UNITS(IU)
DO 30 I=1,IW
PT(I)=1H
PT(101)=1H
X=ABS(W(I))/DAMP + 1.5
IF (X,LT,101) K=101
PT(K)=1H
IF (X,LT,0) PT(X)=1HO
WRITE(6,9902) X,W(I),PT
PT(K)=1H
X=X*DX
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HANKEL(W,DR,IW,V,DRHO,IV)
REAL W(100), V(100)
DATA C/6.2031854/
DO 20 I=1,IW
A=0.
RH0=(I-1)*DRHO
DO 10 IR=IR+1,IW
R=DR*(IR-2)+DR/2.
10 A=A+R**(IR)+WI(I-1))#BJ0(C*RH0*R)
20 V(I)=A*DR*C/2.
RETURN
END
FUNCTION BJ0(X)
IF (X,LT,0.) STOP
BJ0=1.0
IF (X <= 0.0) RETURN

CONST = 2.0 /X

M = 18 + 1.3 * X

FM = 1.0E-28

FM = 0.0

ALF = 0.0

M = (M / 2) * 2 + 1

M1 = M - 1

M2 = M - 2

DO 20 K = 1, M2 / 2

BMK = (M - K) * FM1 * CONST = FM

FM = FM1

FM1 = BMK

BMK = (M1 - K) * FM1 * CONST = FM

FM = FM1

FM1 = BMK

20 ALF = ALF + BMK

ALF = P * 0 * ALF = BMK

BJ0 = BMK / ALF

RETURN

END
The following is a computer program for processing surface profile data from the electron-micrograph stereocomparator. It provides the surface height distribution, the rms surface roughness, and the surface autocovariance function.
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10 DIM A(200), F(200)
20 READ M, Z, N, K1
30 Z=Z/57.2958
40 FOR I = 1 TO N
50 READ A(I)
60 NEXT I
70 R = A(I)
80 C = 2*M*SIN(Z)
90 FOR I = 1 TO N
100 A(I) = (A(I) - R)/C
110 NEXT I
120 S = S1 = S2 = S3 = 0
130 FOR I = 1 TO N
140 S = S + A(I)
150 NEXT I
160 Y = S/N
170 X = N/P
180 FOR I = 1 TO N
190 S1 = S1 + (I - X)*(A(I) - Y)
200 S2 = S2 + (I - X)*P
210 S3 = S3 + (A(I) - Y)**2
220 NEXT I
230 M = S1=S2
240 R = Y - M*X
250 C = S1/SQR(S2*S3)
260 S = Y1 = Y2 = 0
270 FOR I = 1 TO N
280 A(I) = A(I) - (M*I + B)
290 S = S + A(I)**2
300 IF Y1 > A(I) THEN 330
310 Y1 = A(I)
320 G0 TO 350
330 IF Y2 < A(I) THEN 350
340 Y2 = A(I)
350 NEXT I
360 PRINT "RMS", "MERIT FUNCTION", "YMAX", "YMIN"
370 PRINT
380 PRINT SQR(S/N), C, Y1, Y2
390 D = (Y1 - Y2)/K1
400 FOR I = 1 TO K1
410 F(I) = 0
420 NEXT I
430 FOR I = 1 TO N
440 FOR K = 1 TO K
450 J = K - K1/2
460 IF A(I) > J*D THEN 490
470 F(K) = F(K) + 1
480 GO TO 500
490 NEXT K
500 NEXT I
510 PRINT
520 PRINT
530 PRINT "HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION"
540 PRINT
550 FOR I = 1 TO K
560 PRINT F(I)
570 F(I) = 0
580 NEXT I
590 PRINT
600 PRINT
610 PRINT "N", "Y", "AUTOCOVARIANCE"
620 PRINT
630 FOR I = 1 TO N
640 FOR K = 1 TO (N-I)
650 F(I) = F(I) + A(K)*A(K + I - 1)
660 NEXT K
670 PRINT I, A(I), F(I)
680 NEXT I
690 DATA 10000, 4, 40, 11
700 DATA 2.20, 2.87, 2.23, 3.05, 3.05, 3.12, 3.12, 3.13, 3.25
710 DATA 2.90, 2.67, 2.80, 2.83, 3.00, 2.90, 2.23, 2.87, 2.63
720 DATA 2.86, 2.65, 2.76, 2.72, 2.78, 2.78, 2.96, 2.82, 2.93
730 DATA 2.81, 3.00, 2.90, 2.83, 2.89, 2.90, 2.98, 2.86, 3.05
740 DATA 2.88, 3.03, 2.88, 3.29
750 DATA 2.47, 2.33, 2.34, 2.38, 2.28, 2.33, 2.43, 2.48, 2.61
760 DATA 2.58, 2.53, 2.35, 2.36, 2.30, 2.20, 2.15, 2.22, 2.16
770 DATA 1.84, 1.92, 2.09, 2.23, 2.27, 2.31, 2.19, 1.95, 2.05
780 DATA 2.00, 1.94, 2.10, 2.23, 2.21, 2.00, 1.89, 2.12, 2.20
790 DATA 2.03, 2.00, 2.03, 1.96
800 DATA 2.87, 2.84, 2.85, 2.71, 2.94, 2.87, 3.08, 3.10, 3.25
810 DATA 3.00, 2.97, 3.14, 2.98, 3.00, 2.98, 3.06, 2.70, 2.87
820 DATA 2.80, 2.74, 2.79, 3.00, 3.20, 2.97, 3.11, 2.76, 2.86
830 DATA 2.74, 2.83, 3.01, 3.16, 3.06, 2.79, 2.73, 2.85, 2.90
840 DATA 2.73, 2.97, 2.90, 3.00
850 DATA 2.00, 2.08, 2.23, 2.02, 2.22, 2.20, 2.14, 2.24, 2.30
860 DATA 2.30, 2.39, 2.31, 2.21, 2.42, 2.38, 2.38, 2.37, 2.33
870 DATA 2.29, 2.27, 2.01, 2.19, 2.28, 2.27, 2.21, 2.34, 2.08,
880 DATA 2.25, 2.27, 2.15, 2.34, 2.40, 2.22, 2.15, 2.16, 2.19
890 DATA 2.15, 2.31, 2.44, 2.52
999 END
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DESCRIPTION OF SCANNING FECO INTERFEROMETER
USED FOR DETERMINING STATISTICAL
PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL SURFACES
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Texas (J. Bennett, 1974).
Use of Interferometry for Determining the rms Roughness, Autocovariance Function, and Other Statistical Properties of Optical Surfaces*

Jean M. Bennett
Michelson Laboratory, Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California 93555

ABSTRACT

A FECO Scanning Interferometer will be described that can measure very small height differences with a lateral resolution of 2 microns to yield statistics for optical surfaces.

The other papers in this Symposium on Techniques in Surface Interferometry have mainly considered the use of interferometers to study the contours on optical surfaces, or more specifically the deviations from the desired surface contours. These deviations are sometimes called the figure of the surface, and opticians frequently talk of half-wave or quarter-wave optical surfaces when they mean that the deviations from a perfect plane or curved surface are one-half or one-quarter of the wavelength of the light used to test the surface (traditionally the mercury green line at 5461 Å). The figure of an optical surface is important in determining the resolving power, focusing properties, and aberrations in an optical system. For this reason much work has been devoted to interfacing the interferometer, which can sense figure errors, to the polishing machine which can eliminate them.

Optical technology has now progressed to the point where another parameter, the microroughness, also becomes important. Microroughness on the surface scatters some of the light into unwanted directions. Scattering cannot only reduce the contrast in optical images by removing light from the bright areas and filling in the dark ones, but it can also drastically reduce the optical throughput of a system long before the resolving power is affected. Scattering is also a serious problem when one is trying to observe a weak object that is very close to a bright object. This situation occurs frequently in astronomy when, for example, one is trying to observe details in the solar corona near an occulting disk, or when looking at a faint star located close to the moon or a bright star.

The problem of scattering from optical surfaces has been around for a long time. Even before 1900 Albert A. Michelson, the man best remembered for his measurements of the velocity of light, took it into account in trying to resolve a star close to a much brighter one.

*Reproduced here with permission of the author.
light and the Michelson-Morley experiment, thought about light scattering. At the Michelson Museum in China Lake we found an entry scribbled in one of Michelson's pocket notebooks along with shopping lists, a prescription, notes for a coming lecture, possible causes of error in an experiment, and other diverse items. The entry is shown in Slide 1 and reads, "Find relation between roughness of surface and angle of scattering. Much has happened in the 80 or so intervening years, but we still have not satisfactorily solved the problem Michelson hastily noted down around 1890.

What we have learned about the relation between surface roughness and scattered light is that the total hemispherical scatter from a surface (i.e., all the light scattered into a hemisphere) is related primarily to the heights of the surface irregularities when these heights are small compared to the wavelength of light. By measuring the total hemispherical scatter (frequently called TIS for short) and assuming a Gaussian distribution for the heights of the irregularities, we can obtain a value for the rms roughness of the surface. For many types of surfaces, particularly polished glass, fused quartz, calcium and magnesium fluorides, etc., this rms roughness value is in excellent agreement with the roughness value obtained from interferometric measurements, a technique I will describe in detail in a few minutes. However, where the scattering theory falls short is in predicting the effects of scattered light from unusual optical surfaces such as polished alkali halides, polished metals, electropolished metals, and micromachined metals. In these cases TIS measurements can yield an effective rms roughness value that is either considerably smaller or considerably larger than the interferometrically measured value. More troubling even than this is the observation that we are not able to correctly predict the angular dependence of scattered light about the specular direction even for the smoothest polished glass surfaces. This situation arises because all the scattering theories assume a Gaussian autocovariance or autocorrelation function for the surface and none of the real surfaces we have studied have Gaussian autocovariance functions. For this reason, in order to have a theory which correctly predicts the effects of scattering from a surface, we need to know the autocovariance function and other statistics of the actual surface. How to measure these statistical properties is the subject I am going to discuss for the remainder of my talk.

Interferometry has been shown to be an excellent method for looking at very small height differences on surfaces, height differences of a few angstroms, i.e., a few thousandths of the wavelength of light. Tolansky pioneered this type of interferometric technique and gave the interference fringes the
enigmatic name of Fringes of Equal Chromatic Order, or FECO for short. The two main things that are important about this type of interference fringes are (1) that they contour height variations on surfaces, and (2) they occur as wiggly black lines in a continuous spectrum of light reflected from the interferometer.

I am making the second point to distinguish FECO fringes from the more common Fizeau fringes which also contour irregularities on optical surfaces, but which are formed in monochromatic light. FECO fringes have advantages over Fizeau fringes in that the order of interference of the fringe is always known, and small areas of the surfaces can be studied at will without having to readjust the tilt of the interferometer plates.

I am now going to describe a FECO system we have built to measure the statistical properties of various types of optical surfaces and I will show you samples of the data we have obtained with this system. I will also mention some types of experiments we are planning for the future.

A photograph of the FECO Scanning Interferometer is shown in Slide 2. Most of the instrument consists of a signal averager, minicomputer and teletype, and the interferometer, the heart of the experiment, is the smallest part. The optical arrangement is shown in Slide 3. The interferometer I consists of the sample to be studied, coated with an opaque layer of silver (upper plate) and a super smooth surface of polished fused quartz coated with a semi-transparent film of silver of approximately 95% reflectance. The two optical surfaces are very close together, being separated by only a few half wavelengths of light. The actual spacer consists of the dust particles on the two surfaces. The interferometer is illuminated in reflection by a collimated beam of white light from a xenon arc. The important feature of the FECO system is lens L₂ which focuses an image of the interferometer surfaces on the slit S of a constant deviation spectrograph. Thus, the interference fringes which are viewed in the focal plane of the spectrograph contour the irregularities on the pair of optical surfaces. A picture of what might be observed is shown in the circular inset. Three mercury lines are included for wavelength calibration purposes, but the information about the surface topography is given in the wiggly interference fringe. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the wiggles on the interference fringe and height variations on the pair of optical surfaces. To get an idea of the magnitudes of the quantities we are dealing with, the wavelength variations can yield information about variations of the heights of irregularities of the order of a few angstroms. The lateral resolution is much smaller, so that the length of the interference fringe corresponds to a distance of one mm on the interferometer surface. The width of the
spectrograph slit determines the other dimension, so we are actually looking at an area one mm long by about 2 microns wide.

To obtain the statistics for the section of the interferometer surface we are observing, we scan the spectrum line by line using a special slow scan TV camera. After suitable aging, the information on one scan line appears as shown in the upper right hand part of the slide. The desired information is the wavelength of the portion of the interference fringe included in the scan line and this is obtained from the computer analysis. The information from the entire frame consists of wavelengths of 512 equally spaced points on the interference fringe, so we have data for 512 different areas on the surface, each one of which is a little square 2 microns on a side. In the statistical analysis a least squares quadratic curve is calculated from all 512 wavelengths and defines the mean surface level. Then wavelength differences from this curve are converted into height differences above and below the mean surface level. Using the height differences we can determine the rms roughness, height distribution function, slope distribution function, rms slope, autocovariance function, and other statistical parameters for the surface.

I am now going to show some data that are typical of what we have obtained for various types of surfaces. We have studied very smooth glass-type surfaces such as fused quartz, Cervit, calcium fluoride and magnesium fluoride, polished alkali halides (potassium chloride and sodium chloride), polished metals (copper, beryllium copper, titanium and titanium alloys, molybdenum, and stainless steel), electropolished nickel, machined copper, and holographic gratings. All of the smoothest polished glass-type materials have similar statistics, and Slide 4 shows results for one of these. This is an extremely smooth calcium fluoride surface polished by Abe Klugman of the Northrop Corporation and had a visually measured roughness of 9.4 Å rms. At the top of the slide is a Polaroid photograph of the interference fringe and directly below it is a TV scan of the center line of the fringe. Note that the wiggles on the fringe represent height differences of considerably less than 10 Å. The autocovariance function shown below can be roughly considered as the correlation between points on the surface separated by the amount shown on the x axis. For the very smooth surfaces there is positive correlation between closely spaced points but those farther away are random.

The height and slope distribution functions for the same surface are shown on Slide 5. Note that both measured distribution functions (the histograms) are very close to Gaussian,
and actually the smooth curves are Gaussians having the same areas under the curves as do the measured ones. The slope distribution function is only half a Gaussian curve because we do not distinguish between positive and negative slopes.

Polished alkali halide surfaces and some polished metal surfaces are similar in that both are composed of macro and microscratches with no smooth areas in between. In Slide 6 we see the scanning camera trace for a polished KCl surface and the autocovariance function. Note the oscillations in the autocovariance function which indicate longer range correlations than those observed for the smoothest surfaces. Note also that neither this autocovariance function nor the preceding one were Gaussian in shape. In fact, we have never observed an autocovariance function that did have a Gaussian shape. In Slide 7 we see that there is slight asymmetry in the height distribution function although the slope distribution function seems to be a very good Gaussian. Incidentally, I should point out that the rms roughness values shown on the height distribution function histograms are about a factor of two smaller than the visually measured values. This is because the scanning camera does not take into account the width of the fringe, only its center line. Visually we measure the extreme width of the fringe and convert the peak-to-valley roughness to an rms value by dividing by \(2\sqrt{2}\). There is a very good linear relationship between visually measured roughnesses and the values obtained from the scanning camera.

In Slide 8 we see data for molybdenum, a typical polished metal surface. The autocovariance function with the oscillations is similar to that for KCl. The height and slope distribution functions shown in Slide 9 are reasonably good Gaussians although there is some raggedness on the height distribution function.

Recently very low scatter electroless nickel mirrors have become available. In Slide 10 is shown the autocovariance function for one of these, which had a visually measured roughness of 23.6 Å rms. This surface is a gradually undulating one with almost no obvious scratches. The autocovariance function also has a lower frequency oscillation than was observed for the KCl and molybdenum surfaces. In Slide 11 we see that there is a definite asymmetry in the height distribution function. There are proportionately more small bumps on the surface than there are small holes. However the slope distribution function is an extremely good Gaussian.

One of the most interesting surfaces we have encountered are those made on a special type of lathe by a single point
diamond tool. Recently we determined the statistics on one which had a visual roughness value of only 22.5 Å rms. Slide 12 shows that the autocovariance function for this surface has only a long period oscillation. We probably are not resolving the individual grooves made by the diamond, but only multiples thereof. The height and slope distribution functions on Slide 13 are reasonably good Gaussians even though there must be obvious periodicity in the surface.

As a final set of statistics, we see in Slide 14 a tracing of a holographic grating with a nominally sinusoidal groove shape formed in a photographic emulsion. This sample was kindly furnished to us by John Stover of Dow Chemical Company, Rocky Flats, Colorado. The autocovariance function is for only one scan and clearly shows the periodicity of the surface. The height distribution function on Slide 15 is clearly not Gaussian, and I did not even attempt to put a Gaussian curve through the data.

Our plans for the future include increasing the sensitivity of the scanning camera so we can obtain scans from many more portions of the surface. Most of the data shown here are averages of 8-10 separate scans. We also hope to automate the scanning interferometer so that we can make equally spaced scans adjacent to each other to obtain statistical data on a square one mm on a side.

In conclusion, I have described a type of interferometer which can be used to obtain statistical information about the topography of optical surfaces. This instrument can distinguish height differences of only a few angstroms and has a lateral resolution of about 2 microns. Using the statistics of the surface, we hope to be able to predict the scattering properties of the surface.
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